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Slzelburne Road Corridor MIS Executive Summary 

Purpose and Need 

Need for Transportation Improvements 

The transportation corridor on US Route 7 between Charlotte and Burlington in Chittenden 
County, Vermont has a well-documented need to improve mobility. Many proposals have been 
forwarded, and it is clear that no single measure will fulfill all the needs of the corridor. 

Description of Study Area and Corridor Location 

The portion of Chittenden County that is the focus of this Major Investment Study extends from 
Ferry Road in Charlotte to Main Street in Burlington and from Lake Champlain to the Hinesburg 
town line, Vermont Route 116, and Dorset Street. The study area is centered on U.S. Route 7, 
Shelburne Road, and is commonly referred to as the Shelburne Road Corridor. The Corridor 
includes the portions of Chittenden County encompassed by the towns of Charlotte, Shelburne, 
South Burlington and Burlington. 

Chittenden County and Burlington have developed suburban and fringe urban land use patterns. 
These land use patterns have resulted in suburban to urban commuting patterns, local trips to the 
town centers and shopping establishments as well as significant tourist travel. 

Current Demographics and Transportation Conditions in the Corridor 

• Between 1980 and 1990, the Shelburne Road Corridor has experienced a 35% growth in 
housing units compared to a 26% growth county-wide.' 

• Automobile usage in Chittenden County is very high. Automobile ownership has increased 
dramatically between 1980 to 1988 -- to almost one vehicle per licensed driver.2 

• Route 7 is currently unable to provide acceptable levels of service to the many residents, 
commuters and tourists that use the facility. Additional concerns include congestion, 
structural condition of roads and bridges, and parking in Burlington. 

• The automobile is the primary mode of transportation in the area. Other modes or facilities in 
the study area include: CCTA Buses, the Burlington Bike Path, Special Services 
Transportation Agency (for the mobility impaired), Auto/Passenger Ferries, Intercity Bus 
(Vermont Transit), Taxis, CATMA, Amtrak and Burlington International Airport. 

• Vermont Railway and twenty-four trucking companies provide freight service in the area. 

I Chittenden County, The Shelburne Road Corridor: A Draft Technical Report, Chittenden County Regional 
Planning Commission, 1991. 
2 Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Chittenden County, Vermont, Chittenden County Regional Planning 
Commission, February, 1995. 
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Slzelbume Road Corridor MIS Executive Summary 

Study Area Needs 

Through the many studies that have been prepared for the region, the following needs of the 
corridor have been emphasized: 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Relieve existing and projected traffic congestion, improve circulation within town 
centers, and access to/from businesses 
Reduce accident incidence 
Improve options for public transportation 
Maintain or improve the quality of life and economic vitality of the corridor 
Make transportation systems more friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists 
Create viable passenger and freight opportunities for the use of rail facilities 
Reduce truck usage of Route 7 
Repair structural deficiencies of the corridor's infrastructure 
Improve travel demand management (TDM) and transportation systems management 
(TSM) 
Reduce need and use of residential streets for parking in Burlington 

Purpose of a Major Investment Study (MIS) 

The intent of a Major Investment Study (MIS) is to provide the MPO, State AOT, transit 
operators, and other local decision-makers with comprehensive infonnation and analyses on a 
corridor level so that informed decisions regarding transportation investments can be made. 

Planning Context and Project Development Process 

Cooperative Scoping Process and Public Involvement 

In accordance with the Major Investment Study (MIS) requirements, appropriate local decision
making bodies have participated in a cooperative scoping process for each proposed solution. 
The proposed solutions for the corridor have also been discussed during several public forums. 
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She1bume Road Corridor MIS Executive Summary 

Solutions Considered 

Previous Technical Studies 

The Route 7 Corridor and the study area has been the focus of numerous studies. Relevant 
efforts include: 

• Final Report: US 7: An Economic Lifeline; Wilbur Smith Associates, April 1994 
• Environmental Assessment for US Route 7 Shelburne-South Burlington FEGC 019-4(19) and 
• La Platte River Bridge FEGC 019-4(19) C2; Erdman, Anthony and Associates, Inc. June, 

1994 
• Final Report. Vermont Rail Feasibility Study, LS Transit Systems, March, 1993 
• Chittenden County, The Shelburne Road Corridor, A Technical Report; Chittenden County 

Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC), 1991. 

Given the existing conditions and the findings of the previous technical studies, four solutions and 
a baseline scenario were evaluated in terms of service features, ridership, capital cost, operating 
and maintenance costs, and farebox revenues. The four proposed solutions are highway 
improvements, passenger rail, express bus and enhanced bus. These four solutions are not 
considered to be alternatives since each could not fulfill the goals of the study area alone. 

The baseline solution is basically a picture of the study area in the year 2015 if none of the 
solutions were implemented. More clearly, it demonstrates what would happen to travel 
conditions in the Shelburne Road Corridor if nothing more than scheduled maintenance was 
performed on the highway. 

Highway Improvement Solution 

The Vermont Agency of Transportation has developed plans to improve Route 7 between Ferry 
Road in Charlotte and Imperial Drive in South Burlington. The proposed Shelburne Road 
Improvement Project, will widen Route 7 to four travel lanes plus a turning lane for 3.7 miles 
between Shelburne and South Burlington; will provide for bicycle and pedestrian walkways and 
will upgrade the structurally deficient LaPlatte River Bridge. The two year construction period is 
expected to begin in 1997. 

The proposed "Southern Connector" and other projects outlined in the 1995 V AOT Capital 
Program will, along with the Route 7 improvements, provide some traffic relief in South 
Burlington. 

Service Features 

Most intersections will operate at level of service C, but road level of service is expected to 
deteriorate again. In addition, substantial construction delays are expected. The current 
Shelburne to Burlington trip time is 23 minutes. 
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Shelburne Road Corridor MIS Executive Summary 

Ridership 

Table 2.2 presents vehicle trips and person trips for the pre-construction, during construction and 
post- construction periods. Bus person trips were estimated from 1993 peak hour ridership as 
expanded to 24 hour ridership based on a peak/24 hour factor of 6.9. Therefore, the 1995 pre
construction estimate of 1,213,880 is somewhat below CCTA total estimated ridership for 1994 
(1,640,121) or the Section 15 reported ridership (1,509,743) expressed in the MIS. This 
difference can be attributed to the approximately 400,000 student and Medicaid riders which are 
not included in this forecast. For the purposes of this analysis, all modes are forecast as a function 
of peak hour ridership. 

Table 2.2 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, Before and After Highway Improvement Solution 

Walk/Bike Bus Rail 
Scenario/Mode Auto (vehicles) (person trips) (person trips) (person trips) 
1995 (pre-construction) 144,612129 4,874,598 1 213,880 0 
1998{during construction) 152,786762 5053979 1 248383 0 
1998 (post-construction) 152829,472 5028353 1 235836 0 
2005 166946,444 5,267527 1 295432 0 
2015 187301,878 5,606,357 1 398941 0 

Capital Cose 

The total estimated cP!",ital cost for the next phase of the Southern Connector project is 
$5,383,566. The Shelburne Road Improvement Project (including the LaPlatte River Bridge) has 
a total cost of $29,182,642. The total cost for the highway improvement solution for the two 
projects is $34,566,208. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Annual 1993 maintenance costs for highways in VAOT District 5 are $7745.02 per lane mile. 
Based on the Charlotte to Burlington distance of 12 miles, the approximate cost for annual 
maintenance on this section of Route 7 is $247,840 per year. The Shelburne Road project adds 
three lanes to Route 7 between the LaPlatte River Bridge and Imperial Drive. The annual 
maintenance for this new section of the highway would be approximately $85,970. Similarly, the 
approximate annual maintenance for the new Southern Connector would be approximately 
$46,470. 

Farebox Revenue 

There is no farebox revenue associated with the highway solution for the corridor. 

3 Official Fiscal Year 1995 Capital Program and Project Development Plan, Vermont Agency of Transportation, 
June 17, 1994 
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Rail Improvement Solution 

The Rail Improvement Solution will serve four communities in Chittenden County: Burlington, South 
Burlington, Shelburne and Charlotte. Park-and-ride lots would be provided at each of the 4 stations 
as well as integrated feeder bus services. 

Service Features 

The rail improvement solution proposes four stations, one in each of the communities traversed by the 
route. Final station locations will be determined through a public involvement process in each 
community. 

• Travel Time: Burlington-Charlotte 22 Minutes 
• One Way Fare: $1.00 
• Equipment: 2 self-propelled diesel railcars (RDC's) 
• Operating Speeds: 20 mph within yard limits in Burlington, 35 mph between Burlington and 

Shelburne and 40 mph between Shelburne and Charlotte. 
• Frequency: Hourly Service from early morning to evening. 

Ridership 

The sources of data for the forecast were the 1993 Chittenden County Network Model (PM Peak 
Hour); a mode choice model based on 1993 data gathered in Chittenden County; and a market 
research survey carried out in October, 1994. The methodology was presented in September, 
1994 to the Federal Transit Administration and subsequently accepted. 

Conservative Assumptions: The model does not take into account people who chose rail during 
construction and continued to use rail after construction had concluded. Also, the numbers are 
conservative for the post-construction period because the highway improvements will only 
provide temporary relief. Congestion and delay will return to Route 7 in the future. Rail ridership 
may improve as a result. Ridership related to tourism is also not reflected in the model. Growth 
in this area could be substantial. 

Table 2.4 below demonstrates annual ridership projections by mode for all of Chittenden County 
(not just the Shelburne Road Corridor.) Annual ridership is based on a free fare scenario. 
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Table 2.4 
Annual Mode with Rail 

Instituting a $1.00 one-way fare for rail service would reduce rail ridership levels, while increasing 
automobile usage.4 These changes, however, are relatively insignificant and amount to a less than 
1 % difference in ridership despite the additional fare. Table 2.5 presents the effects on ridership 
of a $1.00 fare. 

Table 2.5 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

Solution U The $1 Fare Scenario 

Walk/Bike 

• A $1 fare scenario was not estimated for the Route 7 construction period. It is expected that 

passengers will have different sensitivities to fare during highway reconstruction than under 

ordinary circumstances. 

Capital Cost 

The capital costs represent the investment necessary to implement the rail improvement solution 
as described above. 

Table 2.6 presents a summary of the capital cost estimates for the rail improvement solution. 

4 Average fares would be approximately 25% less due to special fare discount for certain patrons, including the 
elderly, handicapped and children. 
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Shelburne Road Corridor MIS 

Table 2.6 
Capital Costs 

(1995 $'s) 

Right-of-Way Right-of-Way Grade Stations & 
Parking Rehab. Upgrades Crossing 

Vehicle 
Acquisition 

Total 

Executive Summary 

$3,200,000 $1,100,000 $1,450,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $7,750,000 

Notes: 
1 Burlington station improvements ($1,500,000) will occur as a stand-alone Multimodal 

Transportation Center. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Operating and maintenance costs include the following: operations (crew, propulsion and 
equipment maintenance), shuttle service (feeder service for the stations), overhead and 
administration, right of way maintenance, and stations (including parking facilities). 

A summary of the operating and maintenance costs are presented in Table 2.7. 

Operations 

$475,000 

Farebox Revenue 

Table 2.7 
Operating and Maintenance Costs 

(1995$'8) 

Shuttle 
Service 

$200,000 

Overhead I Right-of-
Admin. Way Maint. 

$100,000 $150,000 

Stations & 
Parking 

$70,000 

Total 

$995,000 

The rail improvement solution could potentially operate as a free-fare system; or use a one-way 
fare of $1.00. Average fares would be approximately 25% less due to special discounts for 
certain patrons including the elderly, handicapped and children. Table 2.8 presents the potential 
farebox revenue if an average fare of $.75 were charged. 
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Table 2.8 
Farebox Revenue 

(1995$'s) 

Scenario/Mode $.75 Fare 
1995 (pre-construction) $160,922 
1998 (durinq construction) --
1998 (post-construction) $102,150 
2005 $177,714 
2015 $197,304 

Enhanced Bus Improvement Solution 

Executive Summary 

The Enhanced Bus Improvement Solution will improve the frequency and coverage of the existing 
CCT A operated South End Service on Shelburne Road to make the existing service more attractive. 
The current service links the Cherry Street bus terminal with locations along Shelburne Road through 
Burlington and South Burlington terminating near the South Burlington City limits (also known as 
"short stop" service). This service operates every half hour with a 10 minute one way travel time. 
Occasional extended service to Shelburne Village is also offered with a 30 minute one way travel time. 

Service Features 

The enhanced bus solution will operate on the same routes as current service with greater 
frequency and better circulator service. A neighborhood circulator service to some areas of South 
Burlington and Shelburne will also be provided. 

Ridership 

Table 2.9 presents a summary of the ridership estimates for the enhanced bus solution using a free 
fare assumption. Values provided are for all of Chittenden County (not just the Shelburne Road 
Corridor.) Ridership for the "bus (change over base for scenario)" column is for the enhanced bus 
service only (i.e. added ridership attributed to increased "short stop" frequency). 

Table 2.9 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, Enhanced Bus Solution 

With Enhanced Bus Solution U· the Free Fare Scenario 
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The model was run without a fare. Data on fare elasticities for changes to systems have found a 
34% decrease in ridership for every 100% increase in fare.s Data found in transit experiences 
nationwide do not show any additional difference in fare sensitivity for adding a fare to a free fare 
scenario than there is for raising an established fare by the same percentage.6 Application of this 
data to the Shelburne Road corridor is particularly appropriate given the importance and 
sensitivity to travel time in the corridor. Unlike other corridors, the Shelburne Road corridor 
contains few transit-dependent households, which decreases its potential sensitivity to fare and 
increase its sensitivity to travel time. Table 2.10 presents the effect of a decrease in ridership for 
the enhanced bus solution which would be expected if the current average CCT A fare were 
applied. 

Table 2.10 
Annual Ridership Estimates 

With Enhanced Bus Solution Using The $.75 Fare Scenario 
Reduced Bus 

Scenario/Mode I (with fare) 
1995 (pre-construction) 30378 
1998 (durinq construction) 23368 
1998 (post-construction) 42062 
2005 42-,-062 
2015 51410 

Capital Cost 

The enhanced bus solution requires the acquisition of two 35 passenger buses. At a capital cost 
of $200,000 per bus, the total capital cost for the enhanced bus solution would be $400,000. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Operating costs for the enhanced service are assumed to be the marginal cost (cost over that of 
the existing operation) of providing the more frequent service. Based on a marginal cost of 
$13.50 per revenue vehicle hour, the enhanced service would cost an additional $729 per day, or 
$266,085 annually. 

Farebox Revenue 

The enhanced bus improvement solution could potentially operate as a free-fare system; or use the 
CCT A fare structure, which has an average revenue per passenger of $.56 per passenger. The 
$.56 per passenger figure is adjusted from the $.75 fare generally charged to include discounted 
fares for special groups. A free fare policy for enhanced bus would result in a free fare for the 
existing service, which would be a $94,000 loss in passenger revenues. Table 2.10 presents the 
potential farebox revenue if the average revenue of $.56 per passenger were collected from the 
reduced ridership created by the enhanced bus solution. 

5 Federal Highway Administration, Traveler Response to Transportation System Changes, July 1981. 
6 Ibid. 
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Table 2.11 
Farebox Revenue 

(1995$'s) 

Scenario/Mode $.56 AveraQe Fare 
1995 (pre-construction) $22,835 
1998 (durinQ construction) $17565 
1998 (post-construction) $31 617 
2005 $31 617 
2015 $38643 

Express Bus Improvement Solution 

Service Features 

Executive Summary 

The express bus will originate at the western end of Ferry Road in Charlotte and run via US 7 
with minimal stops to Cherry Street in Burlington. It will coordinate with feeder/circulator 
services in Shelburne and South Burlington. At Cherry Street the bus will connect with local 
CCT A services. 

• Travel Time: Burlington-Charlotte 32-37 Minutes 
• One Way Fare: $1.00 
• Equipment: 2-35 Passenger buses. 
• Operating Speeds: Variable, dependent upon traffic conditions. 
• Frequency: Hourly Se::vice from 7 A.M. to 8 P.M. 

Ridership 

Table 2.12 presents a summary of the ridership estimates for the express bus improvement 
solution using the free fare scenario. Values are for all of Chittenden County (not just the 
Shelburne Road Corridor.) Ridership in the "Bus (change over base for scenario)" column is 
attributed to the new express bus service only. 
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Table 2.12 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

Bus Solution U The Free Fare Scenario 

The service serves so few needs and the ridership is so low that a $1.00 fare scenario was not run. 
A change in fare would have virtually no effect on ridership for this scenario given the great 
sensitivity to the high travel times which dominate this solution. 

Capital Cost 

The express bus solution requires the acquisition of three 35 passenger buses for the line haul 
portion of the service and one 25 passenger bus for the feeder portion of the service. The capital 
cost of the 35 passenger bus is $200,000 and the cost of the 25 passenger bus is $150,000. This 
represents a total expenditure of $750,000. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Operating costs for the express bus solution includes the cost to operate the line haul portion of 
the service with the 35 passenger buses, and the cost to operate the 25 passenger feeder bus. Line 
haul operating costs are $354,780 per year. Feeder buses cost $150,289 per year to operate. The 
total cost is $505,069 per year. 

Farebox Revenue 

Ridership figures are based on a free fare. The levels of ridership were so low that any attempt to 
collect a fare would result in a negligible increase in revenues. These revenues would have no 
significant impact on deferring the potential cost of providing such a service and were not deemed 
appropriate given the demand. 
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Evaluation of Solutions 

Transportation Impacts 

The transportation impacts of the proposed solutions are strongly tied to the transportation needs 
of the corridor. Except for construction stage impacts on Route 7, the transportation impacts of 
the proposed solutions are positive. 

The highway solutions will relieve existing and projected traffic congestion and improve 
circulation within town centers by achieving design level of service C or better and making 
improvements such as left turn lanes, U-turn provisions and better signalization. Further 
improvements can be achieved with the implementation of the enhanced bus solution with rail 
service. Analysis shows that there will be sufficient demand in the corridor for both services, and 
that if the combined solution were implemented, by 2015 approximately 439,000 vehicles would 
be removed from Route 7 annually. 

Improved highway infrastructure will also help reduce the number of accidents on the road by 
improving sight distances, roadway geometry and traffic flow. These improvements will reduce 
highway congestion, improve recreational use of the LaPlatte River, and provide safe areas for 
pedestrians and bicyclists. 

While investment in public transportation is important to the region, rail investment will be 
particularly helpful because commuter trains will provide an alternative to construction-related 
congestion on Route 7. The express bus solution would suffer the same delay and inconvenience 
as the vehicles using the highway. The train travels on separate right of way, so it will not be 
affected by the construction. Unimpeded by traffic snarls, the rail service will deliver faster travel 
times to potential transit patrons and help to build a stronger base of local public transportation 
ridership. 

Station facilities served by feeder bus service and equipped with bicycle racks and pedestrian
friendly improvements will contribute to the economic vitality of the communities they serve, and 
help promote the use of alternative transportation modes by making it easier to leave the car at 
home. 

An important indicator of the success of a public transportation system is the ridership it 
generates. The rail option delivers more than four times as many riders as the enhanced bus 
solution with 281,730 person-trips expected by 2015. Overall public transit ridership in 
Chittenden County would total 1,661,851 person-trips annually. This number is conservative, 
however, because it does not reflect 400,000 student and Medicaid riders and the additional trip 
generation possible through regional population growth and increased tourist activity. 

In terms of its cost per rider, the rail solution is slightly more expensive than each bus 
improvement solution, but when it is combined with a feeder bus service, it achieves ridership 
levels that justify the investment. There is no cost per rider associated with motor vehicle 
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operation, but there are considerable costs associated with owning a car and maintaining highway 
infrastructure. In addition, there are indirect financial impacts with social and economic 
consequences. The current national debate is leaning toward a figure of $2 to $4 per mile, 
considerably higher than current AAA estimates of $.35 per mile. 

The State of Vermont currently owns the railroad right of way that parallels Route 7. This 
important transportation asset lies in a congested corridor. By upgrading the track to Class 3 
standards, the asset becomes more useful and less expensive to maintain. By providing a reliable 
transportation link in a corridor that is likely to become congested again in the future, the region 
will be able to protect its ability to transport passengers and freight reliably. 

Ultimately, the package of highway improvements and rail improvements will provide the best 
solution for the area. By providing an alternative mode, the bus/rail solution will allows residents 
to meet travel demand management goals. The improvements to both the highway and the 
railroad will allow the transportation system to function more efficiently by improving operational 
characteristics and providing a range of viable transportation modes. 

Cost-Effectiveness 

Consistent with Federal Transit Administration's Major Investment Study requirements, a cost
effectiveness comparison of the solutions was calculated by the finding the total incremental cost 
per incremental transit passenger trip. An incremental transit passenger trip is the difference 
between the forecasts for the selected alternative and for the baseline condition. In this MIS, the 
cost per new rider indices are found by solution and compared to the No-Build Alternative (Base 
Solution) and to the Transportation System Management Alternative (Enhanced Bus Solution) for 
the years 2005 and 2015. Tables 4.12 and 4.13 describe cost effectiveness for the proposed 
solutions in 2015. 

Table 4.12 
Cost Effectiveness Indices By Solution Compared to the No-Build, 2015 

(total incremental cost per incremental passenger trip) 

Change in Change in Change in Incremental Incremental 
Total Capital Operating Annual Index (Total Index 

Costs Costs Ridership Cost Per (Operating 
(Annualized) (1995 $'s) (New New Rider) Cost Per 

(1995 $'s) Transit New Rider) 
Trips) 

Scenario/Mode (2015) 
Hiqhway N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Rail Improvement Solution $837000 $995000 262910 $6.97 $3.78 
Enhanced Bus Solution $58800 $266,085 69006 $4.71 $3.86 
Express Bus Solution $118950 $505069 3137 $198.94 $161.02 
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Table 4.13 
Cost Effectiveness Indices By Solution Compared to the TSM*, 2015 

(total incremental cost per incremental passenger trip) 

Change in Change in Change in Incremental Incremental 
Total Capital Operating Annual Index (Total Index 

Costs Costs Ridership Cost Per (Operating 
(Annualized) (1995 $'s) (New New Rider) Cost Per 

(1995 $'s) Transit New Rider) 
Trips) 

Scenario/Mode (2015) 

HiQhway N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Rail Improvement Solution $778,200 $728915 193,904 $7.77 $3.76 
Enhanced Bus Solution * * * * * 
Express Bus Solution $60,150 $238,984 -65,869 ($4.54) ($3.63\ 

* The TSM is the Enhanced Bus Solution 

Social, Ecological and Environmental Considerations 

The combined rail, highway and enhanced bus solutions will have a net positive impact on air 
quality, energy requirements, potential for conservation, and secondary development. This 
package of solutions will have no overall impacts in the areas of land use and zoning, ecologically 
sensitive areas, historic properties and parklands, visual and aesthetic resources, and consistency 
with local plans. 

Conclusion 

Overall, the combined package of solutions including the highway solution, the passenger rail 
solution and the enhanced bus solution will have a positive impact on the Shelburne Road 
Corridor and the communities surrounding it. Mobility and accessibility will be improved allowing 
the region to continue to grow and for its high quality of life to be maintained. The combined 
package of solutions provides the corridor's commuters and visitors with considerable travel 
flexibility at a relatively low cost per rider. In all, the package has a net positive environmental and 
economic impact on the corridor while providing needed transportation improvements. 

The next steps in this process include developing an implementation plan for this package of 
solutions. Several implementation options for the enhanced bus and passenger rail shuttle service 
are currently being looked at by CCT A's Service Planning Department. Refined strategies for 
implementing the total package of services should continue to be developed based on input from 
CCTA and rail service implementation planning. 
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Shelburne Road Corridor Major Investment Study 

1. Purpose and Need 

1.1 Need for Transportation Improvements 

In the transportation Corridor of US Route 7 between Charlotte and Burlington in Chittenden 
County, Vermont, there is a need to improve mobility. The transportation needs of the region 
have been the focus of many recent and historic studies and many projects to meet those needs 
have been posed as solutions. However there is no one particular improvement project that will 
fulfill all of the needs of the Corridor. This section of the Major Investment Study will discuss the 
conditions of the Corridor and the needs that require addressing. In Section 2, the complete 
package of project solutions will be discussed. 

Some of the information presented in this MIS has been taken, often literally, from reports 
prepared for other studies. Since extensive studies of the region have been conducted, their 
previous efforts were not duplicated given the excellent descriptive information that was available. 

1.1.1 Description of the Study Area and Corridor Location 

Chittenden County, Vermont is characterized by its rural centers, the vital economic, cultural and 
educational center of the City of Burlington and the vistas of Lake Champlain that make it a prime 
vacation destination. (Figure 1.1) Similar to many areas of the country, Chittenden County has 
grown around an urban center, Burlington, and has developed suburban and fringe urban land use 
patterns. These land use patterns have resulted in suburban to urban commuting patterns, local 
trips to the town centers and shopping establishments and the large tourist generated travel in the 
area. 

The portion of Chittenden County that is the focus of this Major Investment Study extends from 
Ferry Road (FS) in Charlotte to Main Street in Burlington and from Lake Champlain to the 
Hinesburg town line, Vermont Route 116, and Dorset Street. (Figure 1.2) The study area is 
centered on U.S. Route 7, Shelburne Road and is commonly referred to as the Shelburne Road 
Corridor. The Shelburne Road Corridor includes the portions of Chittenden County encompassed 
by the towns of Charlotte, Shelburne, South Burlington and Burlington. 

Land Use and Demographics 

The town of Charlotte is mostly rural with 87.6 percent of the land dedicated to agriculture and 
forests. l Shelburne is less rural with only 43.3 percent farmland and 6.7 percent conservation 
land. Residential land makes up 31.3 percent of Shelburne's land use. 2 The entire City of South 
Burlington contains 64.S percent open space, however most of that land is contained in the 
southeast section of this Corridor.3 The majority ofland in Burlington is residential (28%) with 

I_Chittenden County, The Shelburne Road Corridor: A Draft Technical Report; Charlotte To Burlington Corridor, 
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission, 1991. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
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public/semipublic land (27%) and vacant land (22%) comprising most of the remaining land. 
Surprisingly, only 6% of the city's land use is dedicated to commercial and industrial uses. Thirty
seven percent (37%) of Burlington's acreage is water. 4 

Between 1980 and 1990, the Shelburne Road Corridor has experienced a 35% growth in housing 
units compared to a 26% growth county-wide.5 Considering that the majority of the county's 
employment (57%) and population is located within South Burlington, Burlington and Winooski 
it is no wonder that the Corridor is facing many transportation challenges and needs.6 In 
Burlington the population increased by 1.72% between 1980 and 1990 while employment 
declined 0.7% between 1980 and 1991. 

Chittenden County contains 31 percent of Vermont's employment, while the other three counties along 
Route 7 comprises 21 percent of the State's employment combined. The population growth rate in 
Chittenden County exceeded the entire State rate, and the total population for Chittenden County over 
the past decade accounted for 34 percent of the State growth. Chittenden County growth between 
1990 and 2000 is expected to exceed that of the previous decade by three percent. The population in 
the Greater Burlington area accounted for 46 percent of the population of Chittenden County. In 
1990, the Greater Burlington population was approximately 60,955. The population projection for the 
year 2000 is 65,854. 7 Economic analysts have selected Greater Burlington as the best area for 
growing business in the Northeast. 8 

Land use along Route 7 is characterized by extensive strip development through South Burlington 
and into Shelburne. In Charlotte, the land use is distinctively rural with some spot retail locations 
and residences. In Burlington, land uses along Route 7 are varied with a mixture of low to 
medium density residential, industrial and mixed commercial uses. Burlington is characterized by 
a more urban environment with more concentrated development and less strip development and 
sprawL 

The strip development that is evident through much of the study area promotes the use of 
automobiles while at the same time causing congestion and hazardous conditions. The numerous 
curb cuts designed for easy automobile access make for a very dangerous crossing of driveways 
for pedestrians and bicyclists and contributes to highway congestion through numerous left turns 
and entrances and exits from the roadway. The land use patterns show large parking lots in front 
of stores, promoting automobile usage and forcing pedestrians to walk across large lots to access 
stores.9 

4 Burlington Municipal Development Plan; Burlington Planning Commission; 1991. 
5 Chittenden County, The Shelburne Road Corridor: A Draft Technical Report, Chittenden County Regional 
Planning Commission, 1991. 
6 Regional Growth Center Transportation Analysis Draft II, Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission, 
October 21, 1994. 
7 Burlington Industrial Corporation, 1992. 
8 "Editor's Choice: America's Best Cities for Growing a Business", Inc., 1991. 
9 Chittenden County. The Shelburne Road Corridor: A Draft Technical Report. 
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Automobile usage in Chittenden County is very high. Table 1.1 shows the dramatic increase in 
auto ownership from 1980 to 1988 -- to almost one vehicle per licensed driver. 10 

Table 1.1 
Auto Ownership: US and Chittenden County 

United States Chittenden County 
Vehicles/Household (average) 1.77 
Persons/Household 2.56 
Licensed Drivers/Household 1.75 

source: 1990 Nationwide Personal Transportation Study; 
1988 Regional Travel Survey (RSG) 

1.98 
2.80 
2.01 

Even more dramatic than the increase in multiple vehicle households is the drop in the proportion 
of households without access to a car during the same period. (Table l.2)11 

Table l.2 
Percentage of Vehicles Per Household: 1980 to 1990 

Vehicles/Household 1980 1990 
0 10.7% 8.5% 
1 41.9% 32.4% 
2 34.1% 43.4% 
3 13.3% 15.7% 

source: 1980 and 1990 US Census 

Passenger Transportation 

Highway Conditions 

Route 7 is the principal north-south arterial in the study area and is characterized by two travel 
lanes with little to no shoulder in Charlotte and Shelburne. In South Burlington and north, Route 
7 widens to four travel lanes, with curbs, some sidewalks and no shoulders. Route 7 is heavily 
used by commuters traveling to Burlington from the south and as an access road to the numerous 
commercial and office uses adjacent to the road. Route 7 connects with Interstate 189/89 in 
South Burlington. 

Currently, this section of Route 7 is unable to provide acceptable Levels of Service to the many 
residents, commuters and tourists that use the facility. Levels of Service in this section of Route 
7, as reported for November 1991 by Wilbur Smith Associates in the U.S. Route 7 Corridor 
Study of May 1992, range from D to F in the a.m. and E to F in the p.m. A Level of Service of 
"A" indicates ideal conditions and "F" indicates unacceptable conditions. Table 1.3 presents 
existing Levels of Service for some of the intersections in the study area. 

10 Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Chittenden County, Vermont, Chittenden County Regional Planning 
Commission, February, 1995. 
11 Ibid. 
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Levels of Service for road segments vary as indicated in Table 1.4. Without capacity 
improvements or travel demand management it is projected that the Levels of Service of these 
roadway segments will deteriorate over time. 

Table 1.3 
L eve s 0 fS A ervlce - ugus t 1991 

TOWN INTERSECTION OF CRITICAL PEAK HR. 
ROUTE 7 AND LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Charlotte TH46 A 
Route F-5 F 

Shelburne Bostwick Road F 
South Burlington Allen Road F 

Bartlett Road F 
Holmes Road F 

. . .. 
Source: U.S. Route 7 Corndor Study Techmcal Memorandum 1, EXlstmg CondltlOns 

Wilbur Smith Associates, May 1992 

Table 1.4 
Existing and Future Levels of Service 

ou e e ec e oa egmen s US R t 7 SIt d R d S t 
Route 7 Segment 1993 Existing Conditions 2013 Maintenance 

Conditions 
S. Winooski to Prospect B B 
Prospect to Flynn D D 
FlYnn to Home C C 
Home to Service E F 
Merchandise/Sears 
Sears to 1-189 D D 
1-189 to Swift D D 
Swift to Queen City F F 
Queen City to C D 
BrewerIKMart 
KMart to Baldwin D D 
Baldwin to Fayette C C 
Fayette to Homes C D 
Holmes to Bartlett D F 
Bartlett to Allen C F 
Allen to Locust F F 
Locust to Bay D F 
Bay to Long Meadow B C 
Long Meadow to Webster A B 

Only 

Source: Chlttenden County, The Shelburne Road Corridor; Charlotte to Burlington: A Technical Report (Draft); 
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission, 1991. 
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The heavy traffic volumes reduce accessibility to abutting land uses and result in congestion and 
delays. Left hand turns from Route 7 are currently very difficult to perform under peak traffic 
conditions, creating a dangerous condition as evidenced by a high percentage of traffic accidents 
in this section. Congestion is a serious concern in Chittenden County, with residents selecting 
congestion as their number one reason not to make a trip in the county in a regional travel 
survey. 12 

Highway safety is a major concern in the study area. In the section of the study area between 
Falls Road in Shelburne and Imperial Drive in South Burlington, there were 838 accidents in a 
twelve year period (1980-1992). Over 50% of the accidents were rear-end collisions, which are 
typical for congested roadways. In addition there were eight pedestrian related accidents and 
eleven bicycle related accidents in the same period. The Vermont Agency of Transportation has 
determined that there are over twenty-seven High Accident Locations (HAL) in the study area 
from 1987-1991. A HAL has an accident rate higher than the statewide average for a facility of 
the same type. 

The structural conditions of roads and bridges is also a concern. The 1991 Vermont Sufficiency 
Ratings rate Route 7 as poor to fair on all segments. Substandard site distances and a lack of 
sidewalks, bicycle lanes and turning lanes contribute to the poor rating. In addition the Route 7 
Bridge over the LaPlatte River, the bridge over the railroad on Bostwick Road, the railroad 
overpass on Bay Road, and the bridge over the LaPlatte River on the Dorset Street Extension in 
Charlotte are all rated structurally deficient. 

Parking is a serious problem in Burlington. Residential streets are crowded with parked cars. In 
addition, many households do not have enough off-street parking for cars they own. Many 
downtown workers park for free on residential streets and avoid the cost of parking in municipal 
garages. 

Modal Choice and Public Transportation 

The auto is the primary mode of transportation in the study area. Residents of Charlotte, 
Shelburne and South Burlington are automobile dependent with limited options for public 
transportation. Burlington residents make more trips by bus and by walking than the residents of 
the county as a whole, but the overwhelming mode of transportation is still driving alone. 
According to CCRPC, almost 90% of all trips in Burlington in 1988 were made by automobiles. 13 

Public transportation services include urban area transit, rural transit, cooperative use 
transportation (carpools and vanpools), jitney services (taxis), human service agency 
transportation, and intercity bus operations. 

The Chittenden County Transportation Authority (CCTA) provides transportation service to 
South Burlington and Shelburne through the existing South End route. Since many of the 
residences along the southern portion of the route (south of 1-189 in South Burlington) are set 
beyond walking distance to the route and because the bus stops are located in hazardous, exposed 

12 Ibid. 
13 Burlington Municipal Development Plan. 
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areas, the route serves more as a business link rather than a residential commuter servIce. 
Ridership on the South End route has generally decreased after a sharp increase in 1991. Annual 
ridership in 1993 was 172,798. 14 

CCT A operates eight bus routes in Burlington in addition to the South End Route. Of the eight, 
only three of the routes serve the portion of Burlington in the study area. Those routes are: 
Lakeside, North/South Circulator and the College Street Shuttle. These three routes and the 
South End route terminate one end of their route at the Cherry Street terminal in downtown 
Burlington. The one-way fare for all CCTA routes is 75 cents and a monthly ticket is $30. Other 
discounts are available. The routes generally run between 6:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. with either 
hourly or thirty minute headways. 

According to the Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Chittenden County, Vermont, while 
the CCT A transit system is generally considered excellent for the service that it performs, that 
service is offered at a very low level. In general, the long headways (time between buses), limited 
geographic coverage and schedule, limit the system's utility to all but those most dependent on it. 

Unlike the highway system which has near total coverage of the region with some deficient links, 
the transit system is relatively rudimentary. In order for it to function as a fully integrated element 
of the total transportation system, it will need to be upgraded to a much higher lever of coverage 
and frequency. Further, like the highway system, it must be treated as a total system, not a group 
of more or less independent and routes and service. It will not be possible to select only the most 
promising routes without adequate feeder coverage, any more than it would be possible to build a 
highway system consisting of only the Interstate without local streets for distribution and 
collection. 15 

The Burlington Bike Path runs north-south along the waterfront, connecting parks, 
neighborhoods, school and the major commercial districts downtown. Aside from this path, there 
are currently no alternative bike/pedestrian paths in Burlington that serve as regional 
transportation links. Shelburne has 1.5 miles of designated bike lane on Spear Street. 16 

The Special Services Transportation Agency (SSTA), under contract from CCT A, provides or 
arranges public transportation services for individuals who are unable to use the existing CCT A 
fixed route bus system. SST A's paratransit services are demand responsive and are provided 
through wheelchair lift-equipped vans and four local taxi companies. While the SSTA is currently 
operating with an insufficient number of vehicles to meet the demand, Vermont's 1995 Capital 
Program includes the purchase of four additional vans. 

Two car/passenger ferries service the study area. The Burlington-Port Kent ferry docks at the 
King Street dock in Burlington and brings passengers and cars to Port Kent, New York across 
Lake Champlain. The ferry does not operate between mid-October and mid-May. The Charlotte
Essex ferry operates from the dock off of Ferry Road in Charlotte and brings passengers and cars 

14 Ibid. 
IS Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Chittenden County, Vermont. 
16 Ibid. 
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to Essex, New York across Lake Champlain. The ferry does not operate between January and 
May. One-way fares for car and driver are $6.75, with fares for each passenger up to a maximum 
of$11.25 per car. Ferry headways vary with the season. In 1993,101,750 vehicles crossed the 
Lake on the Essex ferry with an average of299 vehicles per day. 17 

While the V AOT supports and provides commuter vanpool services and carpool matching, there 
are no existing park and rides in the study area that would make that form of transportation 
appealing to area residents. The current auto occupancy for Route 7 is 1.38 in the a.m. peak, 
1.47 in the off-peak and 1.56 in the p.m. peak. 18 

The Vermont Transit Company operates intercity bus routes through the study area. However, 
there are no existing full service terminals within Charlotte, Shelburne or South Burlington. 
Vermont Transit does serve major routes from Burlington including destinations in Montreal, 
Portland, Albany, Concord (NH), Boston and Plattsburgh. 

Two passenger transportation facilities of importance serve the residents and businesses of the 
Shelburne Road Corridor but are located out of the study area. These are the Burlington 
International Airport, located in South Burlington and the Amtrak station in Essex Junction. 
Seven commercial air and three fixed-base operators serve the airport. Burlington International 
Airport is the third busiest airport in New England. In 1989, 447,800 passengers boarded 
planes. 19 Amtrak connects the Burlington area with Montreal, New York and Washington. In 
1991, the Essex Junction station served almost 16,000 Amtrak riders. 20 

Freight Transportation 

The Vermont Railway (VTR) operates two daily freight trains in and out of Burlington through 
the study area. The right-of-way for the Vermont Railway (VTR) lies to the west of Route 7. 
Aligned parallel to Route 7, the right-of-way runs through the study area from Charlotte to 
Burlington. Outside of the study area it extends to Rutland, connecting with the Green Mountain 
and Clarendon & Pittsford railroads to the south and the Winooski Branch of the Central 
Vermont Railway in Burlington to the north. The section of the railway between Charlotte and 
Burlington is the focus of the Shelburne Road Passenger Rail Feasibility Project. 

In the Shelburne Road Corridor the Vermont Railway has a single track right-of-way with hand 
thrown switches accessing industrial tracks and passing sidings at several locations. The VTR is 
presently a Class 3 railway from Charlotte to the yard limits at M.P. 120 in Burlington. This 
segment however, has deteriorated and is restricted over much of the line by slow orders. 
Although some recent investments by the VTR are apparent, much of the segment of the railway 
from Charlotte to Burlington shows signs of deferred maintenance. North of the yard limits, the 
railway presently operates via line of sight rules (half the distance to stop) with a maximum speed 
of20 mph. The condition of this section of the railway is generally a fair Class 2. 

17 Ibid. 
18 Travel Diary Survey, Resource Systems Group, 1989. 
19 Burlington Municipal Development Plan. 
20 State o/Vermont Amtrak Facts and Amtrak's State and Local Affairs Office. 
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VTR operates two freight trains in and out of Burlington: one round trip between Burlington and 
Rutland and one local freight train from Rutland. Central Vermont Railway trains arrive from the 
north at any time three or four days a week. 

The Vermont Railway handles the majority of rail freight ongmating and/or terminating in 
Vermont. Approximately 10% of VTR's freight is transferred to and from Central Vermont's 
Winooski Branch. VTR serves over 25 businesses and industries operating in the Burlington area. 
The bulk of commodities moved include stone ballast, calcium carbonate, gasoline and road salt. 
The VTR brought approximately 12,000 carloads from, to and through the region in 1993. 

The Vermont Railway provides primarily short haul freight operation. They function as a terminal 
operator for line haul rail and have concentrated on serving local industry with interstate 
interconnection and a variety of other services. Due to the nature of the company and the 
services it provides, the Vermont Railway cannot seriously attract truck traffic off of Route 7. 
Also the railway does not possess facilities to offer Trailer on Flat Car (TOFC)/Container on Flat 
Car (COFC) piggy-back service; two services that are necessary to compete with the evolving 
needs for commodity and freight hauling and to enhance the railway's existing services.21 

Route 7 carries significant volumes of heavy truck traffic because it is the sole interregional 
transportation facility serving western Vermont. Shipments move through the Corridor from 
Vergennes and other locations to the south and east destined for Burlington. In 1990, 7.5% of 
the traffic in Charlotte was truck traffic, while in Shelburne the truck percentage was 2.5%.22 
Since Route 7 goes through many of the town centers in the study area, many trucks are sharing 
the road with commuter and local trips. In the Route 7 Corridor between Bennington and South 
Burlington the truck percentages ranged from a low of2.5% to a high of 8.5%. 

According to the 1991 Burlington Municipal Plan, twenty-four trucking companies serve the 
Burlington area. Much truck traffic is destined to/generated in the Pine Street corridor. The Pine 
Street corridor is the home of many industrial, warehouse and manufacturing companies. 

Environment 

The environment of the study area is diverse. The following section summarizes some of the 
environmental characteristics. 

Land Use and Zoning 

The study area extends from Burlington in the north, through South Burlington and Shelburne, to 
Charlotte in the south. Located adjacent to the route are a variety of urban and rural land uses (Figure 
1.3.) In Burlington, land uses along the route are a mixture of low to medium density residential, 
industrial and mixed commercial uses. Concentrated development characterizes Burlington's urban 
environment, while strip type residential and commercial areas occur from South Burlington through 

21 Ibid. 
22 U.S. Route 7: An Economic Lifeline, Final Report, Wilbur Smith Associates; April 15, 1994. 
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Shelburne. Agricultural and natural communities characterize the southern portion of the proposed 
route from the southern end of Shelburne to Charlotte. 

Air Quality 

According to the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources Air Pollution Control Division (APCD) the 
cities of Burlington, Shelburne, and Charlotte are ranked attainment for all primary and secondary 
National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) parameters, except for ozone. There are no 
monitoring stations for ozone in the vicinity, therefore the region is ranked "un~lassifiable" for ozone. 

The major source of air pollution in the region is from motor vehicle exhaust. No major industrial 
sources of air pollution exist in the region. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency classifies an 
industry as a major air pollution source if it emits more than 1 00 tons per annum. Vermont designates 
any industrial source over 50 tons per annum as a major source. 

Noise and Vibration 

Existing sources of noise within the Corridor include approximately four daily freight train operations 
and automobile and truck traffic from cross streets and Route 7. Route 7 varies between two and four 
lanes within the study corridor. 

Existing vibration within the study corridor is created by freight train operation along the proposed 
alignment and automobile and truck traffic from cross streets and Route 7. Determination of vibration 
impacts are based on building use as opposed to land use. Buildings sensitive to vibration include 
hospitals, laboratory research facilities, and recording studios. A vibration corridor has been defined as 
the width along the proposed project right-of-way wherein vibrations will be felt. 

Surface Hydrology, Floodplains and Wetlands 

The largest surface water body within the proposed project area is Lake Champlain located to the west 
of the alignment. This water body was first recorded in 1609 by Samuel de Champlain. Lake 
Champlain is 120 miles long and 12 miles wide at its widest point. 

The La Platte River Watershed is a valued resource for the study area. It consists of 
approximately 13,760 hectacres (34,000 acres) of agricultural, wooded, wetland and developed 
areas. Approximately 60 percent of the watershed is devoted to agriculture, consisting of 
approximately 50 operating farms. Concern over non-point sources of phosphorous and sediment 
from cropland erosion and animal manure waste prompted the creation of the LaPlatte River 
Watershed Plan. The objectives of the plan were to install land conservation techniques, install 
animal waste controls, and provide long term monitoring of water quality. 

The portion of the LaPlatte River from the Shelburne Road (US7) bridge to a point 0.4 km (.25 
miles) above the mouth is designated as WMZ(B.) This classification means that these waters are 
theoretically able to support recreational boating; water uses where contact with the water is 
minimal and where ingestion of the water is not probable; irrigation of crops not used for human 
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consumption without cooking; and compatible with industrial uses. The bridge replacement is 
located within this portion of the LaPlatte River. Monroe Brook and Bartlett Brook are 
designated as Class B waters. This classification means these waters can theoretically support 
swimming, provide a high quality habitat for fish, and can be used as a public water supply after 
filtration and disinfection. 

Floodplains comprise a majority of this portion of the study area. The 100-year floodplain is 
generally located along the 102-foot above mean sea level contour elevation. 

There are several areas of significant wetland habitat in Charlotte, Shelburne, South Burlington 
and Burlington. 

Vegetation 

The project area includes a mixture of urban development in the Burlington! Shelburne areas, natural 
habitat along the La Platte River corridor and agricultural activities along-the southern half Vegetation 
along the proposed route consists of maintained lawns and regrowth in the northern portions to rolling 
pastures and natural communities in the southern portions. 

In the vicinity of the LaPlatte River, there are two Biological Natural Areas as designated by the 
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Department ofFish and Wildlife, Nongame and Natural 
Heritage Program (NNHP.) One area is called the LaPlatte River Ledges. This area consists of 
approximately 220 acres including floodplain forest, a shrub swamp, a riverside grass land, and 
quartzite cliff and a talus slope A floodplain forest is located just to the East of the former 
Shelburne Road (US7) embankment. 

The second Biological Natural Area is the LaPlatte River Marsh. The area is approximately 300 
acres in size and is located to the west of the existing railroad tracks. This area is a combination 
of marsh complex and floodplain forest located at the confluence of McCabe's Brook and the 
LaPlatte River. This area is a site for several rare and uncommon plants. 23 

Fauna 

The northern portion of the proposed route is dominated by urban development. The type of faunal 
species in these areas will be restricted to those species that can tolerate a great amount of human 
disturbances. Typical species include raccoon ~rocyon lotor), red-tailed hawk (Huteo jamaicensis), 
American crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), and deer mouse ~eromyscus maniculatus). 

The southern portion of the proposed route travels through open pastureland and natural communities. 
Species diversity in these rural areas is higher than in the urban areas. In addition to the species 
previously mentioned, the great homed owl (Hubo virginianus), sharp-shinned hawk (Accipiter 
striatus), wood duck (Alx sponsa), mourning dove (Zenaida macroura), American toad (Hufo 

23 Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7, Appendix D, Erdman, Anthony and Associates, June 1994. 
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americanus), beaver (Castor canadensis), striped skunk (Mephitis), and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus 
virginianus) can be expected to occur. 

Endangered and Threatened Species 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) lists six endangered or threatened plant and animal 
species as possibly occurring within the proposed project area. The Vermont Department of Fish and 
Wildlife (VDFW) also ranks 10 plant and animal species as rare (Table 1.5.) 

Table 1.5 
Endangered and Threatened Species Occurring in Chittenden County 

Common Name/Scientific Name USFWS* VDFW* Likelihood of Occurrence 
Birds: 
Bald Eagle 

Haliaeetus leucocephalus E E Probable 
American Peregrine Falcon 

Falco peregrinus anatum E E Probable 
Arctic Peregrine Falcon 

Falco peregrinus tundrius T T Probable 
Mammals: 
Indiana Bat 

Myotis sodalis E E Possible 
Eastern Cougar 

Felis concolor couguar E Possible 
Fish: 
Stonecat 

Noturus flavus SCIPE Possible 
Reptiles and Amphibians: 
Four-toed salamander 

Hemidactylium scutatum SC Possible 
Invertebrates: 
Sedge Skipper 

Euphyes dion S1S2 Possible 
Plants: 
Small Whorled Pogonia 

Isotria medeoloides T ElM Possible 
Hidden-Fruited Bladderwort 

Utricularia geminiscapa S3 Possible 
White Water-Crowfoot 

Ranunculus longirostris SI Possible 
False Hop Sedge 

Carex lupuliformis S2 Possible 
Narrow Blue-Eyed Grass 

Sisyrinchium angustifolium S2 Possible 
Cursed Crowfoot 
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Ranunculus sceleratus 
Rough Avens 

Geum laciniatum 
Hairy Wild-Rye 

El mus villosus 

Major Investment Study 

S2 Possible 

S2 Possible 

S2 Possible 
• Species status according to the 50 Code of Federal Regulations 17.11-17.12 (1995) and the Vennont Department ofFish 
and Wildlife (1993). E-Endangered, T-Threatened, SC-Special Concern, PE-Proposed for Endangered, SI-1 to 5 
occurrences in Vennont, S2-6 to 20 occurrences in Vennont, M-Missing 

Geology and Soils 

The most prominent geologic features in the Champlain Lowland are the Champlain and Hinesburg 
Thrusts. Between these thrusts is the Hinesburg Synclinorium. Limestones, dolomites, and shales are 
prominent throughout the area. All of Chittenden County has experienced severe glacial erosion, but 
because this erosion was governed by preglacial structural features, the overall topography was not 
adversely affected. 

Soil within the project area was formed in two separate processes. The majority of the soils are alluvial 
in origin and are located in the Champlain Valley. Much of the soil along the route between Shelburne 
and Charlotte was formed in glacial till. The soils are typically well drained on gentle slopes (between 
1 and 8 percent). The area drains to the west into Lake Champlain via the Winooski River, La Platte 
River and many small perennial streams. 

The soil types within the area are generally clayey and poorly suited to agriculture. The most common 
soil along the route is the Covington silty clay. The Vergennes clay is also common along the project 
area. Other soils prominent along the route include the Adams Windsor loamy sand, the Munson and 
Raynham silt loam, and the Belgrade Eldridge silt loam. 

Climate 

Ample rainfall, with moderately warm summers and fairly cold winters typifY the climate in the 
Champlain Valley. The lake tends to suppress temperature fluctuation, as seen in the viability of the 
fruit belt near the shore. The prevailing winds are southerly in the summer and northerly in the winter. 
The warmest month is July which averages about 70°F. The area averages fewer than 10 days with 
temperatures higher than 90°F. The temperature is likely to get below freezing during the winter 
months of December through February. 

Traffic 

Traffic volumes on crossroads in the study corridor are less than 600 vehicles per hour per lane (vphvl) 
on major arterials and less than 500 vphpl on minor arterials (Table 1.6) 
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Table 1.6 
Chittenden County Arterials Peak Hour Volumes (vehicles per hour) 

Major Arterial 
Bostwick Road 
Bay Road 
Harbor Road 
Greenbush Road 
Ferry Road 

Peak Hour Volume 
270 
390 
520 
130 
360 

Source: Chittenden County Regional Planning Committee 1117/95 

Hazardous Waste 

Both the City of Charlotte and the City of South Burlington operate landfills. There are also two 
listed hazardous waste sites in Charlotte, five in Shelburne and 13 in South Burlington. 

1.1.2 Study Area Needs 

The existing conditions in the study area, most specifically that of Route 7, are inadequate for 
current demand. As mentioned in previous sections, there are safety issues in the Corridor and 
highway levels of service are unacceptable. Both population and employment growth are 
expected in Chittenden County. In order to reach its full growth potential and insure the safety of 
its residents and visitors, the mobility issues that face the townships in the county need to be 
resolved. The needs of the study area are primarily focused on improving mobility while 
preserving economic vitality and the resident's quality of life expectations. Through the many 
studies that have been prepared for the region, the following needs of the Corridor have been 
emphasized: 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Relieve existing and projected traffic congestion; improve circulation within town 
centers; access to/from businesses 
Reduce accident incidence 
Improve options for public transportation 
Maintain or improve the quality of life and economic vitality of the Corridor 
Make transportation systems more friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists 
Create viable passenger and freight opportunities for use of rail facilities 
Reduce truck usage of Route 7 
Repair structural deficiencies of the Corridor's infrastructure 
Increase travel demand management (TDM) and transportation systems management 
(TSM) 
Reduce need and use of residential streets for parking in Burlington 

1.2 Purpose of a Major Investment Study (MIS) 

The intent of a Major Investment Study (MIS) is to provide the MPO, State AOT, transit 
operators, and other local decision-makers with the opportunity to contribute and review 
comprehensive information and analyses on a corridor level so that informed decisions regarding 
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transportation investments can be made. The MIS is to provide information on costs, benefits and 
impacts of a project or group of projects that have been developed in response to specific needs. 
The MIS should provide information that shows justification of the proposed solutions in terms of 
mobility improvements, environmental benefits, cost-effectiveness and operating efficiencies. 

This MIS presents project solutions to relieve mobility constraints for the Route 7 Corridor in 
Chittenden County, Vermont. Five solutions have been proposed to meet the needs of the 
Shelburne Road Corridor. Together they serve as a single major investment for the region. The 
proposed solutions include highway improvements (Shelburne Road Improvement Project, 
Southern Connector), a passenger rail project (Shelburne Road Passenger Rail) and improved bus 
services. One alternative to the passenger rail service, an express bus service (Shelburne Road 
Express Bus Service), has also been developed to determine if the needs fulfilled by the rail 
project could be met by another mode. In addition, an enhanced bus solution has been developed 
and tested. These project solutions will be described and evaluated to fulfill the MIS 
requirements set forth in ISTEA, the FT Act and Executive Order 12893 (Measures for Assessing 
Major Investments). 

The proposed projects will be discussed in detail, including their contribution to meeting the 
Corridor's needs, in Section 2: Solutions Considered, of this MIS. 

1.2.1 Transportation Goals and Objectives 

The transportation goals and objectives of the region are to meet the needs of the Corridor as 
stated in Section 1.1.2. Particular emphasis is on improving mobility and safety in the Route 7 
Corridor in the most cost effective manner with the least impact to the community, environment, 
and economy. 

1.3 Planning Context and Project Development Process 

1.3.1 Cooperative Scoping Process 

In accordance with the Major Investment Study (MIS) requirements the MPO (Chittenden 
County Regional Planning Commission), the V AOT (Vermont Agency of Transportation), transit 
operators (Chittenden County Transit Authority) and other local decision-makers (the townships 
of Charlotte and Shelburne and the cities of South Burlington and Burlington and others) 
participated in a cooperative scoping process for the Shelburne Road Improvement, the Shelburne 
Road Passenger Rail, the Shelburne Road Express Bus and the Shelburne Road Enhanced Bus 
projects. 

Members of the aforementioned groups were included early in the transportation decision-making 
process and were provided with comprehensive information on the technical analysis performed in 
the Corridor. 
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Shelburne Road Improvement Proiect 

For the Shelburne Road Improvement Project, efforts to establish a cooperative decision-making 
framework started with a letter requesting various agencies to become cooperating agencies. The 
letter, sent out in June 1993 by VAOT, described the project and the cooperative process. It was 
sent to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Department of 
Fish and Wildlife, and the Vermont Division for Historic Preservation. In addition, informal 
meetings were held in May 1993 with the Vermont DEC-Wetlands Division, Vermont DEC
Permits, Compliance and Protection Division and the Vermont Fish and Wildlife Division (NNHP) 
to introduce and discuss the project. 

On March 29, 1993, the Shelburne Road Advisory Committee was established by the South 
Burlington City Council and the Shelburne Selectboard to provide a communications link between 
the citizens and the municipal, regional and State officials and to assist and advise V AOT and the 
Shelburne Selectboard and the South Burlington City Council. The Advisory Committee met 
from May until August 1993 and was made up of representatives from the following entities: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Shelburne Selectboard and Planning Commission 
South Burlington City Council and Planning Commission 
Neighborhood residents and business people in both communities 
CCTA and CCRPC 
Vermont Agency of Transportation Special Projects Unit 

Shelburne Road Passenger Rail 

F or this project, the FT A and FHW A were consulted early in the process and were involved in the 
study initiation, the development of the work scope, and the alternative development and 
evaluation process. On April 16, 1993, Secretary Patrick J. Garahan informed FHWA and FTA 
of the project and the need for their involvement. A copy of VAOT's" Summary Analysis of 
Passenger Rail Service, Charlotte to Burlington, Vermont" was included in the correspondence. 
Relevant agencies, such as the Chittenden County Transit Authority and the Environmental 
Protection Agency were informed of the project. 

An open participatory process was followed for identifying the solutions to be studied, 
determining the evaluation criteria to be addressed, and selecting a preferred strategy. This 
cooperative and collaborative process was used to define the scope of the study and to establish 
the range of alternatives to be studied and factors to be addressed, and the respective roles and 
responsibilities of the various participating agencies. This process provided a mechanism for the 
early consideration of social, economic and environmental factors. The appropriate level of detail 
for the MIS was determined through this process. 

Important cooperative scoping efforts for this project took place at the meetings of the Vermont 
Rail Council. The Vermont Rail Council was formed by Governor Dean in 1992 to evaluate and 
discuss rail issues in the State through a cooperative forum of government and lay representatives. 
The sixteen member council meets on an as needed basis, averaging three meetings per year. 
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Members of the council are appointed by the Governor. The Rail Council meetings are open to 
the public, however they are not advertised. The V AOT staffs the meetings and notifies 
interested individuals through a mailing list. Individuals can be added to the mailing list by 
inquiring of the Secretary of Transportation. 

The Shelburne Road Passenger Rail Project has been discussed at more than ten Vermont Rail 
Council meetings since 1992. Details of the proposed project as well as project alternatives have 
been presented and discussed. 

Shelburne Road Express Bus/ Shelburne Road Enhanced Bus 

The CCTA has been actively involved in the scoping of these solutions. Members of the public 
expressed interest and asked for additional information on bus solutions in the early project 
meetings. 

1.3.2 Public Involvement 

The Shelburne Road Passenger Rail Project and the other proposed solutions for the Corridor 
have been discussed during several public forums. Presentations of materials have been made to 
local community officials and interested members of the public on the following dates: 

9/13/94 
11129/94 
12/21194 
114/95 

Public meeting for all local officials and residents to kick-off project 
Public meeting in Shelburne 
Public meeting in South Burlington 
Passenger Rail Local Advisory Committee 

Meetings at which the specifics of the Shleburne Road Passenger Rail Project were discussed 
include the following: 

2/6/95 
2/8/95 
2/14/95 
3/9/95 
3/14/95 
3/16/95 
3/21195 
3/23/95 
3/27/95 
3/27/95 
4/17/95 
5/22/95 
5/23/95 
5/24/95 
5/25/95 
6/1/95 

Burlington City Council 
House Transportation Committee 
Shelburne Selectboard - public forum 
Business community, public officials - community forum 
Burlington Ward Committee 
Burlington Ward Committee 
Shelburne Senior Center 
Burlington Planning Commission 
Charlotte Selectboard - public forum 
Burlington City Council 
Charlotte Senior Center 
Charlotte Selectboard - public forum 
Charlotte Planing Commission 
Local Advisory Committee 
Shelburne Selectboard - public forum 
MPO Technical Advisory Committee 
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6/5/95 
6/7195 
6/7/95 
6115/95 
6/21195 

South Burlington City Council - public forum 
Shelburne Local Advisory Committee 
South Burlington Local Advisory Committee 
Shelburne Historic Preservation and Review Commission 
Local Advisory Committee 

Major Investment Study 

The Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission has held many public meetings over the 
past two years where the Shelburne Road Passenger Rail Project has been discussed. The focus 
of these meetings was the inclusion of this and other projects in the State's Transportation 
Implementation Plan (TIP). The public meetings addressed the proposed passenger rail project 
and other improvement options for the Corridor. Public involvement will continue to be proactive 
throughout the planning process in the Shelburne Road Corridor. 

On Election Day, November 8, 1994, voters in Charlotte and Shelburne were asked their opinion 
regarding the proposed Shelburne Road Passenger Rail service. Of the eligible voters in the two 
towns, 22% responded to the two question survey. The results are as follows: 

Question 1: Are you in favor of promoting a commuter train service from Charlotte to 
Burlington? 

A total of 440 voters responded in favor (239 from Shelburne, 201 from Charlotte) 
A total of 232 voters responded against (101 from Shelburne, 131 from Charlotte) 
There were 58 undecided respondents (36 from Shelburne, 22 from Charlotte) 

Question 2: Would you use the rail service? 

A total of334 voters responded in favor (128 from Shelburne, 206 from Charlotte) 
A total of 241 voters responded against (97 from Shelburne, 144 from Charlotte) 
A total of 226 voters responded that they would use the service occasionally ( 104 from 

Shelburne, 122 from Charlotte) 
There were 74 undecided respondents (31 from Shelburne, 43 from Charlotte) 

A newsletter for the Shelburne Road Passenger Rail Project was developed. As of February 
1995, two editions of the newsletter have been prepared. Distribution of the newsletter was to 
the general public at several of the public forums. 
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2. Solutions Considered 

2.1 Previous Technical Studies 

The Route 7 Corridor and the study area have been the focus of numerous studies. The 
following is a summary of the most relevant efforts: 

Final Report: U.S. Route 7: An Economic Lifeline; Wilbur Smith Associates, April 1994 

This study, for the Vermont Agency of Transportation, was focused on developing strategies 
which will guide the future development of transportation within the Route 7 Corridor between 
East Dorset and South Burlington. The study analyzed existing and future conditions within the 
Corridor, identified problems and presented a variety of alternatives for transportation 
improvement. A twenty year transportation improvement program was developed which 
grouped projects into immediate action, mid-range and long-term categories. For the study area, 
recommendations included: 

• a park and ride demonstration project, with park and rides located in Charlotte and Shelburne 
• a public transport demonstration project 
• highway safety and operational improvements 
• pedestrian/bicycle improvements 
• the Shelburne Road Passenger Rail Project 
• the Shelburne Road Improvement Project 
• an Intermodal Freight demonstration project; and 
• a rail enhancement program 

Environmental Assessment for U.S. Route 7 Shelburne-South Burlington FEGC 019-4(19) and 
La Platte River Bridge FEGC 019-4(19)C2; Erdman, Anthony and Associates, Inc., June 1994 

The focus of this document prepared for the V AOT was to define the purpose and need for the 
Shelburne Road Improvement Project, describe the proposed action and quantifY any impacts 
associated with the action. The proposed action includes a rehabilitation of the La Platte River 
Bridge; a widening of Shelburne Road between F5 and Imperial Drive to four lanes plus a turn 
lane; and bicycle and pedestrian improvements. Substantial impacts are not expected although 
the proposed action has some dependence on the Shelburne Road Passenger line for mode 
diversion from auto. 

Final Report: Vermont Rail Feasibility Study; LS Transit Systems, March 1993 

The focus of this final report was to present the findings of the Vermont Rail Feasibility Study 
prepared for the V AOT and the Vermont Rail Council. The goals of the study were to look at 
opportunities for expanding passenger rail service in the State of Vermont, the feasibility of 
implementing passenger rail service as part of a Route 7 reconstruction traffic mitigation program, 
ways to improve the economic benefits of the State from its rail freight industry and strategies 
regarding the abandoned or under-used rail rights-of-way. The study concludes that the railroads 
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in Vermont are at risk from years of deferred maintenance and policies that favor alternative 
modes for the movements of people and goods. Furthermore, although the population densities in 
the State would not support regular passenger rail service, there is strong evidence to support a 
Shelburne Road Reconstruction demonstration service. Finally, although there is currently 
inconclusive evidence on the market for, or economic impact of, a tourist-type rail service, 
preliminary findings indicate that a tourist train is a potentially exciting concept that could work in 
Vermont and that the concept warrants further investigation. 

Chittenden County, The Shelburne Road Corridor, A Technical Report; Chittenden County 
Regional Planning Commission (CCRPC), 1991 

This report presented analysis of historical, current and estimated future travel in the Shelburne 
Road Corridor. It presented information such as existing travel conditions, historical growth, 
forecast travel conditions, programmed improvements and recommendations. The 
recommendations made in the report included preserving rail rights-of-way, high occupancy 
vehicle lanes, land use controls, transportation management associations, access management and 
passenger rail. It acknowledged that many questions regarding the feasibility of those 
recommendations remained and should be studied further. 

While not a previous technical study, the 1995 Capital Program for the Vermont Agency of 
Transportation describes proposed projects within or relatively close to the study area. Those 
projects are indicated in Table 2.1. 
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P . 'V fOJects In ermont 
Table 2.1 

AOT 1995 C . IP aplta . S d Ar rogramm tu ly ea 
Project Town Years Project Description 
Number 
M EGC Burlington 1993-99 Reconstruction of Main St. (U.S. 2) in 
5000(14) Burlington, beginning at the Willard St. 

Intersection and extending easterly 0.83 
mile to the Burlington-So. Burlington City 
line. 

M EGC-M Burlington N/A Southern Connector: consists of 
5000(1) C/2 construction of a highway from the end of 

CIl south of Home Ave. to Pine St., 
including a portion of Pine St. Stage I and 
Stage II and includi~ Stage II on C/1 

M EGC 5000 Burlington 1993-98 Reconstruction of Route 7 (Riverside 
(15) Ave.), beginning at the intersection of No. 

Prospect St. and Intervale Road., and 
extending northeasterly one mile. 

04-9041 Burlington 1994-95 Replacement of Bridge No. 265 on 
Vermont Railway 

F EGC 019- Charlotte 1993-98 Rehabilitation of Route 7 with isolated 
4(20) reconstruction beginning at the 

F errisburgh-Charlotte town line and 
extending northerly 2.90 miles. 

F EGC 019- Shelburne 1993-98 Reconstruction of Route 7, beginning at 
4(19) So. Burlington BR144 over the LaPlatte River and 

extending northerly 3.704 miles to Imperial 
Drive in So. Burlington 

F EGC 019- Shelburne 1996-97 Replacement of Bridge No. 144 on U.S. 7 
4(19) C/2 So. Burlington in Shelburne over the LaPlatte River 
M EGC 5200 So. Burlington 1993-95 Reconstruction of Dorset Street from 
(8) Kennedy Drive to Williston Road (Parallel 

corridor to Rt. 7) 
IMDECK(30) So. Burlington 1993-96 Rehabilitation of several bridges on 1-89 in 

the City of South Burlington 
04-9040 Bennington 1994-96 Make improvements for passenger rail use 

Burlington from Charlotte to Burlington along the 
Vermont Railway 
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2.2 Identification of Proposed Solutions 

Five proposed solutions have been developed and evaluated for their ability to meet the needs of 
the study area and the goals and objectives of the region as defined in Sections l.l.2 and l.2.1 of 
this MIS document. The five proposed solutions are the project baseline, highway, passenger rail, 
express bus and enhanced bus. These five solutions are not considered to be 'alternatives' since 
each could not fulfill the goals of the study area alone. They are to be considered as a group of 
projects forming a single major investment in the Corridor, since certain combinations of these 
solutions fulfill the needs of the region. 

2.3 Definition of Proposed Solutions 

The following sections will present a Corridor baseline and the four project solutions in detail 
describing the service features, ridership, capital cost, operating and maintenance costs, and 
farebox revenues associated with each solution. 

2.3.1 Corridor Baseline 

The baseline solution is a picture of the study area in the year 2015 if none of the solutions were 
implemented. More clearly, it demonstrates what would happen to travel conditions in the 
Shelburne Road Corridor if nothing more than scheduled maintenance was performed on the 
highway. 

Service Features 

Service features of this solution include the continuation of existing travel conditions in the 
Corridor. No additional capacity would be added to the Shelburne Road Highway Corridor, 
transit improvements would not be implemented and growth in the Corridor would continue. By 
the year 2012, average daily traffic (ADT) in South Burlington is expected to increase by 58%, in 
Shelburne by 50% and in Charlotte by 67%,z4 The recommendations made in the U.S. Route 7: 
An Economic Lifeline report, dated April 15, 1994, would not be implemented, including the 
Shelburne Road Improvement project. Other improvements for the study area as outlined in the 
Vermont AOT 1995 Capital Program would also not be implemented. 

Ridership 

Since no additional transit service will be implemented for this solution, only the existing CCTA 
routes will continue to operate in the study area. System-wide ridership in 1993 for CCT A was 
1,509,743 (annual unlinked trips.) 25 Annual ridership on the South End route in 1993 was 
172,798. It is expected that ridership for CCT A would increase in the future due to increasing 
travel demand, but the level of increase is not expected to be great. 

24 u.s. Route 7: An Economic Lifeline, Final Report. 
25 Federal Transit Administration, Transit Profiles, Agencies in Urbanized Areas with a Population of Less Than 
200,OOO,for the 1993 National Transit Database Section 15 Report Year, December 1994. 
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Capital Cost 

Since no improvements are being made to the study area in this solution, no capital costs will be 
incurred. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

System-wide CCTA operating expense in 1993 was $2,498,294 and operating expense for motor 
bus was $2,371,989. 26 Maintenance of Shelburne Road was $7745.0227 per lane mile in 1993, 
resulting in an approximate maintenance cost of $247,840 per year for the section of the highway 
in the study area. This maintenance would continue to escalate under this scenario as the 
unimproved sections of the roadway continue to deteriorate and require continual maintenance. 
In addition, greater volumes of traffic will be seeking use of Shelburne Road and its parallel routes 
resulting in an increase of maintenance required on the entire county's infrastructure system. 

Farebox Revenue 

Since no transit improvements will be made in the Corridor, farebox revenues will only be tied to 
increased ridership on existing CCTA routes as anticipated by growth in the Corridor. System
wide passenger revenues in 1993 were $820,053. 28 Passenger revenue from the South End 
service is approximately $94,000. Farebox recovery for CCTA is 33%?9 

2.3.2 Highway Improvement Solution 

Recognizing the needs of the study area, the Vermont Agency of Transportation developed plans 
to improve Route 7 between F5 in Charlotte and Imperial Drive in South Burlington. The 
proposed Shelburne Road Improvement Project, as documented in Environmental Assessment for 
U.S. Route 7 Shelburne-South Burlington FEGC 019-4(19) and La Platte River Bridge FEGC 
019-4(19)C2 will widen Route 7 to four travel lanes plus a turning lane for 3.7 miles in the study 
area; will provide for bicycle and pedestrian walkways and will upgrade the LaPlatte River 
Bridge. Construction is expected to last through 2000. This project is critical to maintaining the 
economic vitality and mobility of the region and relieving existing and projected congestion in the 
Corridor. This project uses all available V AOT right-of-way in the Corridor, thereby making 
future widening difficult. Concerns regarding property takings and preservation of the Shelburne 
Historic District, would indicate that additional widening would not be feasible in this Corridor. 

North of Imperial Drive in South Burlington, the Vermont Agency of Transportation is planning 
for the Southern Connector Project. The Southern Connector (also referred to as Champlain 

26 Ibid. 

27 State Highway System Maintenance Costs by District, Vermont Agency of Transportation, July 1, 1992 - June 
30, 1993. 
28 Transit Profiles, Agencies il1 Urbanized Areas with a Population of Less Than 200, OOO,for the 1993 National 
Transit Database Section 15 Report Year. 
29 Ibid. 
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Park Way) is a 1.5 mile roadway that extends from 1-189 to Battery Street as a four lane limited
access street. The project will be constructed in phases (or contracts). The first phase (contract 
1) from 1-189 to Home Avenue in Burlington is already constructed. The remaining highway 
contracts include: 

Contract 2: Home Avenue to Lakeside Avenue 
Contract 6: Lakeside Avenue to King Street using the Pine Street Detour 
Contract 8: Barge Canal Basin Area 

The combination of all of these projects and the projects outlined in the 1995 VAOT Capital 
Program constitute the highway solution for this study. 

Service Features 

While Levels of Service E and F would be expected in the study area in the future if no 
improvements were made, this project will result in bringing most study area intersections to an 
acceptable Level of Service "C" in the 3.7 mile section.30 However, it is expected that acceptable 
Levels of Service along Shelburne Road will not be maintained in the future. CCRPC is currently 
analyzing the need and applicability of certain bypass routes to Shelburne Road.31 In addition to 
full build Level of Service deficiencies, it is expected that delays will occur along Route 7 during 
the construction period resulting in construction stage Level of Service deterioration. It is 
expected that delays between five and ten minutes will be encountered due to construction. The 
travel time on Shelburne Road today between Shelburne and Burlington is approximately 23 
minutes, so a five minute delay results in a 22% increase in travel time, while a ten minute delay 
results in a 43% increase in travel time. It is expected that the Southern Connector will provide 
relief to existing congestion on Route 7 in Burlington while also providing connectivity to 1-189. 

Ridership 

Table 2.2 presents vehicle trips and person trips for pre-construction, during construction and 
post construction. Bus person trips were estimated from 1993 peak hour ridership and expanded 
to 24 hour ridership based on a peak/24 hour factor of6.9. Therefore, the 1995 pre-construction 
estimate of 1,213,880 is somewhat below CCTA total estimated ridership for 1994 (1,640,121) or 
the Section 15 reported ridership (1,509,743) expressed previously in this document. This 
difference can be attributed to the approximately 400,000 student and Medicaid riders which are 
not included in this forecast. For the purposes of this analysis, all modes are forecast as a function 
of peak hour ridership. 

30 Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7. 
31 Chittenden County. The Shelburne Road Corridor: A Draft Technical Report. 
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Table 2.2 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, Before and After Highway Improvement Solution 

Walk/Bike Bus Rail 
Scenario/Mode Auto (vehicles) (person trips) (person trips) (person trips) 
1995 (pre-construction) 144,612,129 4,874,598 1,213,880 0 
1998 (during construction) 152,786,762 5,053,979 1,248,383 0 
1998 (post-construction) 152,829,472 5,028,353 1,235,836 0 
2005 166,946,444 5,267,527 1,295,432 0 
2015 187,301,878 5,606,357 1,398,941 0 

Capital Cose2 

The total estimated capital cost for the Southern Connector project is $5,383,566 and for the 
Shelburne Road Improvement Project (including the LaPlatte River Bridge) is indicated in Table 
2.3. 

Table 2.3 
C . I C t fH" h P' aplta os 0 Igl way roJects 

U.S. Route 7 LaPlatte River TOTAL 
Bridge 

Preliminary $ 1,933,402 * $ 1,933,402 
Engineering: 
Right-of-Way: $ 2,506,871 * $ 2,506,871 
Construction: $22,120,173 $2,622,196 $24,742,369 
TOTAL $26,560,446 $2,622,196 $29,182,642 
* DesIgn costs for thIS project are bemg expended under the US7 ReconstructIOn ProJect. 

The total cost for the highway improvement solution for the two projects is $34,566,208. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Annual 1993 maintenance costs for highways in VAOT District 5 are $7,745.02 per lane mile. 
The length of Route 7 from Charlotte to Burlington is approximately twelve miles, with two to 
three lane sections. The approximate cost for annual maintenance for Route 7 in this section is 
approximately $247,840 per year. The Shelburne Road project adds three lanes to Route 7 
between the LaPlatte River Bridge and Imperial Drive. The annual maintenance for this new 
section of the highway would be approximately $85,970. Similarly, the approximate annual 
maintenance for the Southern Connector would be approximately $46,470. 

Farebox Revenue 

There is no farebox revenue associated with the highway solution for the Corridor. 

32 Official Fiscal Year 1995 Capital Program and Project Development Plan, Vermont Agency of Transportation, 
June 17, 1994 
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2.3.3 Rail Improvement Solution 

The Rail Improvement Solution will involve the operation of a passenger rail service from Union 
Station in Burlington to Ferry Road in Charlotte. This passenger rail service would serve four 
communities in Chittenden County: Burlington, South Burlington, Shelburne and Charlotte. 

The Vermont Agency of Transportation (V AOT) owns the rail right-of-way in this Corridor from 
Union Station in Burlington to Ferry Road (F5) in Charlotte. The VAOT is currently in a lease 
agreement with the Vermont Railway (VTR) for the operation of freight service over this right-of-way. 

Service Features 

The rail travel time with proposed improvements from the southern end in Charlotte to the 
northern end at Union Station in Burlington is 22 minutes. Park-and-ride lots would be provided 
at each of the 4 stations as well as integrated feeder bus services. Both a one-way fare of a $1.00, 
and a free-fare service have been analyzed. 

The proposed equipment for the service are two diesel rail cars (RDC's) which operate together, 
making one round trip each hour, repeating the following schedule: leave Charlotte 7:00 a.m., 
Shelburne 7:08 a.m., South Burlington 7:15 a.m., arrive Burlington 7:22 a.m., leave Burlington 7:30 
a.m., South Burlington 7:37 a.m., Shelburne 7:44 a.m., arrive Charlotte 7:52 a.m.33 

The VTR between Charlotte and Burlington is a single track railroad with hand thrown switches 
accessing industrial tracks and passing sidings at several locations. The rail improvement solution 
involves upgrading this railroad to sustainable Class 3 condition. The identified investment plan 
achieves, at minimal cost, both a reliable hourly 14 hour-a-day passenger operation and safeguards the 
Vermont Railway's current freight operation. The operating plan proposes to introduce daily 
passenger service on the railroad from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 

Assumed average speed is 20 miles per hour (mph) within Yard Limits, 35 mph between Yard Limits 
and Shelburne, and 40 mph between Shelburne and Charlotte. The average speeds account for 
acceleration and deceleration and for two intermediate station stops. Operating speed limit would be 
40 mph north of Shelburne due to frequent grade crossings, and 55 mph south of Shelburne. The FRA 
limits speeds under DTC train control to 59 mph. Class 3 track assumes a passenger maximum speed 
of 60 mph and a freight maximum of 40 mph. 

The rail improvement solution proposes four stations, one in each of the communities traversed by the 
route. The station location in Burlington would be at Union Station. Union Station is located on the 
east side of the VTR track, south of College Street, adjacent to Lake Street in Burlington. The station 
occupies roughly an acre ofland in an existing commercial center that is currently under reconstruction. 
The site is currently zoned commercial. The proposed Main Street Landing project has purchased land 
including the immediate area around the station and is developing the site as a multi-use facility. The 

33 Ridership figures are based on half-hour service in the peak. 
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Vermont Agency of Transportation would enter into a 20 year lease ofa portion Union Station for the 
new Burlington train station. 

The locations of the three stations in South Burlington, Shelburne and Charlotte for the rail 
improvement solution are being selected through a public involvement process aimed at selecting 
station locations to optimize the individual towns' goals and objectives. To that end, the following is a 
list of the locations which remain as potential station sites in each of the towns: 

South Burlington: 
• Southland Development 
• Holmes Road 
• Bartlett Bay Road 

Shelburne: 
• Drive-In Theater 
• Town Property 

Charlotte: 
• FenyRoad 

Sites will be further evaluated based on criteria such as: availability; land use compatibility; 
environmental impact; community acceptance/ aesthetics; accessibility; size; consistency with local 
plans; constructability; compatibility with proposed operating plan; cost; ability to intercept 
automobile drivers and passengers at critical locations along Route 7; and intermodal integration. 
Evaluation of the sites based on these criteria will be presented and a preferred site in each of the towns 
will be recommended. The selection of station sites will be achieved through a Local Advisory 
Committee Process in each of the towns. 

Feeder bus service to the train stations are included as part of this solution. These buses would met 
trains at the stations in the towns and circulate through local residential neighborhoods and commercial 
areas. 

Ridership 

The approach to the estimation of ridership for the passenger rail improvement solution involved 
three sources: 1993 Chittenden County Network Model (PM Peak Hour); mode choice model 
based on 1993 data gathered in Chittenden County; and a market research survey (10/94.) In 
September 1994, the ridership estimation for the rail solution procedure was presented to the FTA 
in the Methodology Report: Vermont Passenger Rail Ridership Analysis. The ridership 
methodology used was accepted by the FTA. It was assumed that 14.5% of total daily ridership 
occurs in the p.m. peak hour (based on findings from the Tri-County commuter rail service in 
Florida.) Although not included in the ridership estimates, it the rail service will attract additional 
ridership from the tourism market. This would likely be approximately a 5% market share of 
annual visitors to three regional attractions and of the users of the Burlington and Charlotte 
Ferries. Table 2.4 demonstrates annual ridership projections by mode for all of Chittenden 
County (not just the Shelburne Road Corridor.) Annual ridership in Table 2.4 is based on a free 
fare scenario. 
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Table 2.4 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

With Rail Improvement Solution Using The Free Fare Scenario 

Scenario/Mode Auto (vehicles) (p~r~~~~~;S) (pers~~StriPS)(~@§~~i~~i~S) 
1995 (pre-construction) 144,358,718 4,866,056 1,210, 743} 229A88 
1998 (during construction) 152,513,420 5,071,063 1 ,254,656:~$$;~~(j 
1998 (post-construction) 152,744,052 5,022,658 1,135,464<138;066 
2005 166,687,339 5,241,901 1,279,749 :n263i74:3 
2015 187,000,063 5,586,426 1 ,380, 122:2alil~O 

Instituting a $1.00 one-way fare for rail service would reduce rail ridership levels, while increasing 
automobile usage.34 These changes, however, are relatively insignificant and amount to a less 1 % 
difference in ridership despite the additional fare. Table 2.5 presents the effects on ridership of a 
$1.00 fare. 

Table 2.5 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

'13"",13nt Solution U The $1 Fare Scenario 

• A $1 fare scenario was not estimated for the Route 7 construction period. It is expected that 

passengers will have different sensitivities to fare during highway reconstruction than under 

ordinary circumstances. 

The model is conservative in its post-construction (1998, 2005, 2015) rail projections in two 
ways. The model does not take into account people using rail during construction, who like the 
service and do not return to using their car post-construction. Second, although the highway 
facility improved and delay decreased, delay will deteriorate quickly again over time improving 
the patronage possibilities for the rail solution. This likelihood cannot be captured by the model. 
Another conservative aspect of the ridership projection across all year scenarios is that they do 
not include the potential effect of tourism. 

Capital Cost 

The capital costs represent the investment necessary to implement the rail improvement solution 
as described above. The following summarizes the cost assumptions for each cost category. 

34 Average fares would be approximately 25% less due to special fare discount for certain patrons, including the 
elderly, handicapped and children. 
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Right-oj-Way 

The improvements and upgrades to the right-of-way are required to allow the proposed passenger 
trains to co-exist with existing freight operations, assuming a sustainable track upgrading to Class 
3 standards. These investments are necessary to operate reliably at these service levels, especially 
in the winter months and to preserve the ability of the Vermont Railway (VTR) to continue its 
freight operation with one and two man crews in the face of an hourly passenger service that will 
have dispatching priority. 

Grade Crossings 

Costs for grade crossings include an estimated budget for all public crossings as well as some 
private crossings that serve as public crossings. Flashers will be located at all grade crossings. 

Stations and Parking 

A standard of $200,000 per station was assumed. Four stations were included in the cost 
estimate, one each in Burlington, South Burlington, Shelburne, and Charlotte, for a total of 
$800,000. A contingency of $200,000 was also assumed for the station capital costs. 

Although parking lot acreage requirements differ slightly among sites, other station facility 
requirements should be able to be accommodated within the rail right-of-way owned by the State. 
Station facility requirements include: mini-high level platform (ADA compliant), lighting for the 
platform and overall sites, paved parking, roadway improvements to access the site, bike racks, 
and pedestrian access. 

Based on ridership projections, parking would be provided for 75 cars in Charlotte (0.6 acre), 125 
in Shelburne (l.0 acre) and 50 in South Burlington (0.4 acre). In total, only 2 acres of land 
should have to be acquired by the State for the purposes of the rail improvement solution. Access 
to the station area via alternate modes (feeders service, bicycles, pedestrians, etc.) will be 
encouraged at all four stations. 

Vehicle Acquisition 

The capital costs include a category for vehicle acquisition of three Rail Diesel Cars (RDC's), at a 
cost of$300,000 and a $100,000 contingency. 

Table 2.6 presents a summary of the capital cost estimates for the rail improvement solution. 
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Table 2.6 
Capital Costs 

(1995 $'s) 

Major Investment Study 

Right-of-Way Right-of-Way Grade Stations & Vehicle Total 
Rehab. Upgrades Crossing Parking Acquisition 

$3,200,000 $1,100,000 $1,450,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $7,750,000 

Notes: 

1 Burlington station improvements ($1,500,000) will occur as a stand-alone Multi-modal Transit Center. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Operations 

The cost of operations was calculated using unit costs appropriate for the operation of rail diesel 
cars (RDC's.) The three components of the operations costs are the cost of the crew, the 
propulsion and the equipment maintenance. The crew cost includes the cost of one driver and a 
conductor to collect tickets. Wage rates use the Vermont Railway (VTR) fully loaded unit cost 
wage rate of $17. 12 an hour. In total, 5, 110 annual hours of operation are assumed, based on 14 
hours of operation per day, 365 days per year. The cost of propulsion uses a standard cost per 
train mile multiplied by annual train miles to operate the service (122,640 train miles). Equipment 
maintenance uses a unit cost per car (three cars are assumed.) 

Shuttle Service 

The cost of providing shuttle services from the neighborhoods of the community to the train 
station were included in the operating costs. This cost assumes more than 8,000 hours of shuttle 
service annually at $25 per hour. 

Overhead and Administration 

Overhead and Administration Costs are assumed to be 25% of the total annual direct expense. 
Based on assumptions for other areas of the country adjusted to local area costs and possible 
integration with other operations, the overhead and administration costs calculated using 11 % of 
the total annual direct expense. 

Right-oj-Way Maintenance 

Right-of way maintenance costs include the cost to maintain the track and to provide a switch 
tender. A person to tend the switches during the hours of operation is necessary because a signal 
system is not provided. The track maintenance is costed per vehicle mile (245,280 vehicle miles 
annually). The cost to provide switch tenders reflects local wages rates, using the Vermont 
Railway (VTR) fully loaded labor costs. 
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Station and Parking Facility Maintenance 

The maintenance of the 4 stations is assumed to be $10,000 annually. A contingency of $30,000 
is provided. 

A summary of the operating and maintenance costs are presented in Table 2.7. 

Table 2.7 
Operating and Maintenance Costs 

(1995 $'S) 

Operations Shuttle Overhead I Righto{)f- Stations & Total 
Service Admin. Way Maint Parking 

$475,000 $200,000 $100,000 $150,000 $70,000 $995,000 

Farebox Revenue 

The rail improvement solution could potentially operate as a free-fare system; or use a one-way 
fare of $1.00. Average fares would be approximately 25% less due to special fare discount for 
certain patrons including the elderly, handicapped and children. Table 2.8 presents the potential 
farebox revenue an average fare of$.75 were to be charged. 

Table 2.8 
Farebox Revenue 

(1995$'5) 

Scenario/Mode 
1995 (pre-construction) 
1998 (during construction) 
1998 (post-construction) 
2005 
2015 

2.3.4 Enhanced Bus Improvement Solution 

$.75 Fare 
$160,922 

--
$102,150 
$177,714 
$197,304 

The Enhanced Bus Improvement Solution proposes to improve the frequency and coverage of the 
existing CCTA operated South End Service on Shelburne Road, to provide a more attractive traveling 
option that might encourage people to choose bus over automobile when making travel decisions. 

The current bus service in the Route 7 Corridor links the Cherry Street bus terminal in downtown 
Burlington with locations along Shelburne Road through Burlington and South Burlington terminating 
near the South Burlington City limits ("short stop".) This service is provided at half hour intervals 
during the day, and the one-way travel time is about 1 0 minutes. Some runs extend to Shelburne 
Village, which takes 30 minutes for a one-way trip. 
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Service Features 

The enhanced bus solution provides 15 minute headways along the core of the route, the "short 
stop" portion, and half-hourly service along the extension to Shelburne Village. Neighborhood 
circulator services to some areas of South Burlington and Shelburne will also be provided. 
Burlington-Shelburne buses will perform a "Shelburne circulator trip"; weaving through the 
Village, dropping off riders who board the bus in Burlington and other points north while picking 
up passengers destined toward South Burlington and Burlington. 

Four buses will operate this service. The service will operate from 6:45 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. The 
schedule requires about 54 hours of revenue service/day, and results in approximately 800 
revenue miles/day. 

The schedule will provide service for employees of Shelburne Road business establishments, while 
providing bus service within several blocks of many residences in Shelburne and South Burlington. 

Ridership 

Table 2.9 presents a summary of the ridership estimates for the enhanced bus improvement 
solution using a free fare assumption. Values provided are for all of Chittenden County (not just 
the Shelburne Road Corridor.) Ridership for bus (change over base for scenario) is for the 
enhanced bus service only (i.e. added ridership attributed to increased "short stop" frequency.) 

Table 2.9 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

With Enhanced Bus Solution Using The Free Fare Scenario 

Walk/Bike BUS/(¢h~09~9V~r+ 
Scenario/Mode Auto (vehicles\ (person trips) (person trips) basefdHsCenafid) 
1995 (pre-construction) 144,572,267 4,891,682 1,254,656 j})::.4-0;'779 
1998 (during construction) 152,781,067 5,034,048 1,279,749 n( :)31)366 
1998 (post-construction) 152,761,136 5,051,131 1,292,296 :::<..5914£;(j 
2005 166,935,055 5,256,138 1,351,892 )i:::?56;460 
2015 187,281,947 5,594,968 1,467,948 ·..:::69;:006 

The model was run without a fare. Data on fare elasticities for changes to systems have found a 
34% decrease in ridership for every 100% increase in fare. 35 Data found in transit experiences 
nationwide do not show any additional difference in fare sensitivity for adding a fare to a free fare 
scenario than there is for raising an established fare by the same percentage.36 Application of this 
data to Shelburne Road is particularly appropriate given the importance and sensitivity to travel 
time in the Corridor. Unlike other corridors, the Shelburne Road Corridor contains few transit
dependent households, which decreases its potential sensitivity to fare and increase its sensitivity 

35 Federal Highway Administration, Traveler Response to Transportation System Changes, July 1981. 
36 Ibid. 
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to travel time. Table 2.10 presents the negative effect on the above-estimated enhanced bus 
ridership which would be expected if the current average CCT A fare were applied. 

Table 2.10 
Annual Ridership Estimates 

With Enhanced Bus Solution Using The $.75 Fare Scenario 
Reduced Bus 

Scenario/Mode (with fare) 
1995 (pre-construction) 30,378 
1998 (during construction) 23,368 
1998 (post-construction) 42,062 
2005 42,062 
2015 51,410 

Capital Cost 

The enhanced bus solution as described in the service features requires the acquisition of two, 35 
passenger buses. At a capital cost of $200,000 per bus, the total capital cost for the enhanced bus 
solution would be $400,000. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Operating costs for operating the enhancement to existing bus service in the Corridor is assumed 
to be the marginal cost (cost over that of the existing operation) of providing the additional (more 
frequent) service. Based on a marginal cost of $13.50 per revenue vehicle hour, the enhanced 
service would cost an additional $729 per day, or $266,085 annually. 

Farebox Revenue 

The enhanced bus improvement solution could potentially operate as a free-fare system; or use the 
CCTA fare structure, which has an average revenue per passenger of $.56. The $.56 per 
passenger figure is adjusted from the $.75 fare generally charged to include discounted fares for 
special groups. A free fare policy for enhanced bus would result in free fare for the existing 
service, which would be a $94,000 loss in passenger revenues. Table 2.11 presents the potential 
farebox revenue if the average revenue of $.56 per passenger were collected from the reduced 
ridership created by the enhanced bus solution. 
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Table 2.11 
Farebox Revenue 

(1995$'5) 

Scenario/Mode $.56 Average FarE 
1995 (pre-construction) $17,012 
1998 (during construction) $13,086 
1998 (post-construction) $23,555 
2005 $23,555 
2015 $28,789 

2.3.5 Express Bus Improvement Solution 

Service Features 

Major Investment Study 

The express bus service would operate in the Route 7 Corridor. The route would originate at the 
west end of Ferry Road in Charlotte, proceed east on Ferry Road to Route 7 where it would turn 
left to head north to Burlington making minimal stops to pick up and discharge passengers. It 
would coordinate with new feeder/circulator services in Shelburne and South Burlington 
developed to support the express bus service. In Burlington it would continue north on Route 7 
making no stops enroute to the Cherry Street Terminal. At Cherry Street the bus would connect 
with CCT A local services. 

Service would be hourly from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Two buses would be required to operate service 
with hourly headways; a round trip taking approximately 90 minutes. Daily operator and bus 
hours are approximately 29 hours, requiring four operators. Excluding deadheads, the service 
would require 14 daily round trips for a daily revenue mileage of approximately 420 bus miles. 

Running time for the service would be approximately 32 to 37 minutes between Burlington and 
the Charlotte Ferry. All buses depart Cherry Street Terminal at 15 or 45 minutes after the hour. 
The Express Service would be scheduled to depart the Ferry on each hour arriving at Cherry 
Street approximately 35 minutes later. With a ten minute layover, the return trip southbound 
would depart at 45 minutes after the hour arriving at the Ferry at approximately 20 minutes after 
the hour. There would be a 40 minutes layover at the Ferry before the next northbound trip 
would depart on the hour. 

Stops would be proposed at locations to optimize the individual towns' goals and objectives and 
maximize run time and convenience for patrons. To that end, the following is a list of the locations 
which could be potential stops in each of the towns: 

Burlington: 
• Cherry Street Terminal 

South Burlington: 
• Southland Development 
• Holmes Road 
• Bartlett Bay Road 
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Shelburne: 
• Drive-In Theater 
• Shelburne Village/Town Property 

Charlotte: 
• Charlotte Village 
• Charlotte Ferry 

Ridership 

Table 2.12 presents a summary of the ridership estimates for the express bus improvement 
solution using the free fare scenario. Values are for all of Chittenden County (not just the 
Shelburne Road Corridor.) Ridership in the Bus (change over base for scenario) is ridership 
attributed to the new express bus service only. 

Table 2.12 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

With Express Bus Solution Using The Free Fare Scenario 

Scenario/Mode Auto (vehicles) (P~~~~~~~s) (peffi~~StrIPS) 'It\t~"_flli~ 
1995 (pre-construction) 144,597,893 4,891,682 1,223,290;9;410 
1998 (during construction) 152,823,777 5,016,964 1,242,109 :·,>6273 
1998 (post-construction) 152,820,930 5,019,811 1,242,1 0gei27S 
2005 166,974,918 5,247,596 1,304,842n9;410 
2015 187,310,420 5,577 ,884 1,402,078 i::"'::"':;);I;.){ 

The service serves so few needs and the ridership so low that a $1 fare scenario was not run. A 
change in fare would have virtually no effect on ridership for this scenario given the great 
sensitivity to the high travel times which dominate this solution. 

Capital Cost 

The express bus solution as described in the service features requires the acquisition of three 35 
passenger buses for the line haul portion of the service and one 25 passenger bus for the feeder 
portion of the service. The capital cost of the 35 passenger bus is $200,000 and the cost of the 25 
passenger bus is $150,000. Table 2.13 presents the capital costs of the express bus solution. 

Table 2.13 
Capital Costs 

(1995's) 

line Haul Buses Feeder Buses 
Total (35 passenger) (25 passenger) 

$600,000 $150,000 $750,000 
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Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Operating costs for the express bus solution include the cost to operate the line haul portion of 
the service with a 35 passenger bus, and the cost to operate the 25 passenger feeder bus. The 
express bus portion of the service is based on 36 revenue vehicle hours of service per day, and the 
feeder bus is based on 15.25 revenue vehicle hours of service per day. Both assume a unit cost 
for operations of $27 per revenue vehicle hour (Table 2.14). 

Farebox Revenue 

Line Haul Buses 
(35 passenger) 

$354,780 

Table 2.14 
Operating Costs 

(1995's) 

Feeder Buses 
(25 passenger) 

$150,289 

Total 

$505,069 

Ridership figures are based on a free fare. The levels of ridership were so low that any attempt to 
collect a fare would result in a negligible increase in revenues. These revenues would have no 
significant impact on deferring the potential cost of providing such a service and were not deemed 
appropriate given the demand. 
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traveling to the existing ditches and the LaPlatte River will also be incorporated into the final 
design. 

The largest impacts from construction projects are often associated with the initial phase of work 
prior to the establishment of permanent ground cover. Impacts to water quality during 
construction will be minimized through the proper design, placement and maintenance of erosion 
control devices. In the area near the LaPlatte River two erosion control plans will be prepared. 
One plan will depicting the work during construction and the second showing the work area in its 
final condition. No stormwater would flow directly from the bridge into the river. 

In summary, the potential impact to water quality due to the widening of Shelburne Road (US7) 
will be minimized through the use of erosion control devices and appropriate stormwater 
diversion devices. 

Floodplain Encroachment 

The proposed replacement bridge will consist of three spans instead offour. One pier will be removed 
from the center of the river, thus reducing the chances of debris catching on the pier. The overall 
hydraulic opening of the final bridge will be such that the water levels during storm events will be equal 
to or below those under the present bridge configuration. The lowest elevation of the proposed bridge 
will be approximately 2.44 meter (8.0 feet) above the water level expected during a 100 year storm 
event. The project will have an insignificant impact on upstream flood elevations. 

The floodplain characteristics will not be adversely modified due to the construction of the 
proposed bridge. Provisions for scour control will be implemented in accordance with V AOT 
guidelines. Protective measures will be taken around all bridge piers. Measures to be considered 
include the placement of pier and piles and stone fillirip rap protection. Preliminary calculations 
indicated that approximately 420 square meter of rip rap will be required for pier scour 
protection. This results in a slight reduction of wetland areas. Due to the wide flow area the 
velocities are expected to be relatively slow and the resulting scour will be minimal. 

Wetlands 

The LaPlalle River Bridge (station 242+00 to 253+00) 
All areas adjacent to the LaPlatte River Bridge were delineated by Dubois & King to determine 
the proximity of the work to any State and Federal wetlands. Class II wetland were found to exist 
east of the former Shelburne Road (US7) embankments and west of the current Shelburne Road 
(US7) to an approximate elevation of 103. A smaller isolated area was designated on the north 
side of the river under the existing Shelburne Road (US7) bridge. The area between the existing 
Shelburne Road(US7) bridge and the former Shelburne Road (US7) embankment has been 
disturbed during past construction activities. The locations of the wetlands in the bridge area are 
shown in the Environmental Assessmentfor U.S. Route 7, Appendix D. 

The Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department, Nongame and Natural Heritage Program (NNHP) 
has designated various areas within the State as Biological Natural Areas. Two of these areas, 
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named the LaPlatte River Marsh and the LaPlatte River Ledges are discussed in the 
Environmental Assessment for U. S. Route 7, Appendix D. One of the characteristics of both 
areas is the presence of Floodplain Forest areas. The area of the eastern face of the former 
Shelburne Road (US7) embankment as well as the stream bank between the embankment and the 
LaPlatte River has been identified as a Floodplain Forest. The alignment of the proposed 
temporary bridge detour was designed to avoid disturbance to and avoid placement of fill on the 
eastern embankment face and any of the wetlands located in this area. 

Both the widened bridge and the detour are being designed to minimize disturbance to the 
wetland that have been identified in the work area. The proposed bridge ( and piers) will occupy 
s1ightly more, 394 sm or, 0.0394 hetares (4,246 square feet or 0.098 acres), wetland area than the 
existing bridge. In addition, the proposed temporary bridge will not occupy wetland areas. 
Therefore, the impact of the project has been minimized through placement considerations for all 
structures. 

The Roadway North of the LaPlatte River Bridge (station 253+00 to 426+85) 
Streams that cross the northern portion of the project include Batlett Brook and Monroe Brook. 
These streams are not classified as Class II wetlands according to the Vermont Wetland Rules. 
To confirm that there were no areas that could be considered as Class II wetlands (Vermont) or 
federally regulated wetlands, a wetland delineation was performed (Environmental Assessment for 
u.s. Route 7, Appendix D.) None of the wetlands shown in then northern portion of the project 
met the conditions to be designated as Vermont Class II. Therefore, they are not protected 
according to State Laws, but a Federal (Corps of Engineers) permit would be required. 

The wetlands report discusses the potential loss of wetland along Bartlett and Monroe Brooks. 
The report by Dubois and King states that the loss of some isolated wet meadows/wet woods 
areas along this northern portion of Shelburne Road (US7) is not expected to significantly impact 
the functions and values performed by these wetlands. The report also recommends the use of 
special erosion control measures during all phases of construction to protect the wetlands. Best 
management practice will be incorporated in the project. The elimination of the originally 
proposed "jug-handle" in the vicinity of Bartlett Brook as recommended by the Route 7 Advisory 
Committee will significantly reduce the impact on wetlands. 

In summary, potential wetland areas have been quantified along the project route. Modifications have 
been made to the project design to avoid or minimize impacts to wetlands. All appropriate wetland 
permits will be obtained. 

3.2.6 Ecologically Sensitive Areas 

Vegetation 

The NNHP has indicated that two rare plant species are found in the floodplain forest located to 
the east of the Former Shelburne Road: the herb-bennet (Geum laciniatum) and the hairy wild rye 
(Elymus villosus.) No disturbance will take place to the floodplain forest and therefore these rare 
plant species will be avoided. 
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Several rare and uncommon plants can be found in the LaPlatte River Marsh. However, this area 
begins downstream of the existing railroad bridge and will not be disturbed by the highway 
improvement solution. 

The NNHP was contacted regarding any significant natural communities of rare, threatened or 
endangered animal or plants. The response letter dated July 2, 1993 and June 28, 1993 indicate 
that no threatened or endangered animals or their habitat are located in either the original or 
supplementary portion of the project. 

Endangered and Threatened Species 

A modification to the detour design was made to further avoid an area (east of the former Shelburne 
Road embankment) known to contain two rare plant species. Fill will not be placed in this area. The 
project will not affect any threatened or endangered species or habitat thereof 

Geology and Soils 

Impacts to geology and soils were not identified in the Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 
7. 

Climate 

Impacts to the climate were not identified in the Environmental Assessmentfor U.S. Route 7. 

3.2.7 Traffic and Parking 

The highway improvement solution will result in the reduction in traffic congestion. Delay times, 
accident incidence and driver frustration will be reduced with improved geometrics and signalization. 

The existing traffic will continue to travel along Shelburne Road (US7) and therefore a reduction in 
vehicles is not anticipated as would be the case for a bypass or major route change. 

3.2.8 Energy Requirements and Potential for Conservation 

Impacts regarding energy requirements and potential for conservation were not identified in the 
Environmental Assessmentfor U.S. Route 7. 

3.2.9 Historic Properties and Parklands 

The State of Vermont Division for Historic and Community Affairs concluded that the original portion 
of the project will not affect any properties of historic, architectural or archeological significance that 
are listed on, or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. However, one structure (Dutch 
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Mill Motel) has recently been designated as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. The 
driveway canopy encroached into the existing ROW. A portion of the proposed Shelburne Road 
(US7) alignment has been shifted to the west to avoid the Dutch Mill Motel and its canopy. This 
alignment shift will preserve the structure intact. 

The supplemental portion of the project is currently being reviewed. No structures are anticipated to 
be removed or altered in the supplemental portion of the project. 

3.2.10 Construction 

The impact upon traffic flow during construction will be minimized with a thoroughly developed 
Traffic Maintenance Plan. (Environmental Assessment for us. Route 7, Appendix F) The present 
LOS for most of the project area is E or lower with two lanes. A steady availability of two paved lands 
will be provided during construction. It is recognized that roadside construction can cause occasional 
congestion. Delays between 5 and 10 minutes are anticipated. Alternate routes can not be expected to 
absorb the increases in traffic due to the fact that most of the traffic is generated from within the project 
area and alternate routes do not provide adequate links for local traffic. A portion of the mitigation for 
the through traffic impacts could be the passenger rail solution. It is expected that the combination of 
the Traffic Maintenance Plan and the Passenger Rail Service should essentially maintain the current 
Level of Service within the project area. 

3.2.11 Visual and Aesthetic Resources 

Impacts to visual and aesthetic resources were not identified in the Environmental Assessment for 
u.s. Route 7. 

3.2.12 Community Disruption 

The existing traffic will continue to travel Shelburne Road after the highway improvement 
solution is implemented, maintaining the economic vitality of the area and even allowing it to 
grow. 

It is likely that disruption to both the residential and business community located along Route 7 
and those traveling Route 7 will take place temporarily during construction. 

3.2.13 Safety and Security 

The project will provide improved public safety conditions. This will be accomplished through the 
implementation of design elements that will provide upgraded facilities for vehicles, pedestrian and 
bicyclists. Access and safety for pedestrians and bicyclists will be significantly improved by the 
installation of sidewalks and bike-lanes that do not currently exist along this portion of Shelburne Road 
(US7.) 
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3.2.14 Hazardous Waste 

A Phase I Hazardous Waste Assessment was performed for the project Corridor as part of the 
Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7. The Assessment consisted of the following 
categories of investigation: 

1. Review of current Federal, State and local listings of waste disposal and inactive hazardous 
waste sites including: (1) Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Priority List 
(NPL) of Superfund Sites, (2) Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation 
Liability Information System (CERCLIS) Sites and available State and Local lists. 

2. Review of State waste incident reports for the project Corridor and vicinity 
3. Review of applicable underground storage tank permit records and records of documented 

spill events pertaining to the project Corridor. 
4. Review of Aerial Photographs for the years 1962, 1978, 1985 and 1988. 
5. A site walk of the project Corridor. 

The information obtained for the parcels within the project was entered into a summary matrix 
(Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7, Table 2, Appendix C) to allow decisions to be made 
regarding follow up investigations. The findings of the Hazardous Waste Assessment indicated 
that the Corridor contains a business make-up that is typical of an urban route of that size. Along 
corridors with gas stations, automobile dealerships and light industry, it is not uncommon to have 
historic spills due to underground storage tanks. These spills are often found during a tightness 
test on the tank and associated piping. Once a leak is noted, clean up and tank replacement is 
often required. The V AOT would be interested in the extent of any potential spills because any 
contaminated soil disturbed by the construction process would have to be removed in accordance 
with Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Department of Environmental Conservation 
(V ANRJDEC) regulations. A better understanding of the quantity of contaminated soil (if any) 
will allow the construction documents and cost estimates to be more complete. 

Table 3 of the Hazardous Waste Assessment (Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7, 
Appendix C) describes those sites that based on the investigation to date, appear to warrant 
subsequent testing. This testing would indicate the existence of any possible soil contamination 
within the project ROW. 

In summary, the Hazardous Waste Assessment documented conditions that are typical of a 
highway corridor of similar age and character as Shelburne Road (US7.) The report is intended 
to allow the V AOT to understand the types of potential past spills that may have occurred. 
Additional locations have been described which may warrant further investigation to determine 
the constituents of any past filling that has occurred. With this information, precautions can be 
taken to assure that any existing environmental conditions will not be worsened by the proposed 
construction. 

The Vermont Agency of Transportation reduced the list of identified sites which needed further 
exploration for hazardous materials/wastes. Test pits and/or borings were performed on seven 
sites. Only three sites were found to contain petroleum contaminated soils. Quantity estimates 
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Table 2.4 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

With Rail Improvement Solution Using The Free Fare Scenario 
Walk/Bike Bus RaiF: 

Scenario/Mode Auto (vehicles) (person trips) (person trips)(p~H~dHWH%;j 
1995 (pre-construction) 144,358,718 4,866,056 1,210,743 X 229;488 
1998 (during construction) 152,513,420 
1998 (post-construction) 152,744,052 5,022,658 1,135,464<138;066 
2005 166,687,339 5,241,901 1 ,279,749<:H<~$$fZ43 
2015 187,000,063 5,586,426 1,380, 122U281Y130 

Instituting a $1.00 one-way fare for rail service would reduce rail ridership levels, while increasing 
automobile usage. 34 These changes, however, are relatively insignificant and amount to a less 1 % 
difference in ridership despite the additional fare. Table 2.5 presents the effects on ridership of a 
$1.00 fare. 

Table 2.5 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

With Rail Improvement Solution Using The $1 Fare Scenario 

A W Ik/B·k B .i)··········:··R······:·;····::·····::·· uto a I e us .........•.•..... all ..•••••••... 
Scenario/Mode (vehicles) (person trips) (person trips) .(p~ri~cirifHp~) 
1995 (pre-construction) 144,375,802 4,871,751 1,207,6062t4,5€i2 
1998 (during construction)* __ f:::::: •. ·:::·:::::·:::·:·:<:·:·:·:c:; 

1998 (post-construction) 152,761,136 5,042,590 
2005 166,701,576 5,267,527 1,282,886}:236(952 
2015 187,019,994 5,600,663 
• A $1 fare scenario was not estimated for the Route 7 construction period. It is expected that 

passengers will have different sensitivities to fare during highway reconstruction than under 

ordinary circumstances. 

The model is conservative in its post-construction (1998, 2005, 2015) rail projections in two 
ways. The model does not take into account people using rail during construction, who like the 
service and do not return to using their car post-construction. Second, although the highway 
facility improved and delay decreased, delay will deteriorate quickly again over time improving 
the patronage possibilities for the rail solution. This likelihood cannot be captured by the model. 
Another conservative aspect of the ridership projection across all year scenarios is that they do 
not include the potential effect of tourism. 

Capital Cost 

The capital costs represent the investment necessary to implement the rail improvement solution 
as described above. The following summarizes the cost assumptions for each cost category. 

34 Average fares would be approximately 25% less due to special fare discount for certain patrons, including the 
elderly, handicapped and children. 
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Right-oj-Way 

The improvements and upgrades to the right-of-way are required to allow the proposed passenger 
trains to co-exist with existing freight operations, assuming a sustainable track upgrading to Class 
3 standards. These investments are necessary to operate reliably at these service levels, especially 
in the winter months and to preserve the ability of the Vermont Railway (VTR) to continue its 
freight operation with one and two man crews in the face of an hourly passenger service that will 
have dispatching priority. 

Grade Crossings 

Costs for grade crossings include an estimated budget for all public crossings as well as some 
private crossings that serve as public crossings. Flashers will be located at all grade crossings. 

Stations and Parking 

A standard of $200,000 per station was assumed. Four stations were included in the cost 
estimate, one each in Burlington, South Burlington, Shelburne, and Charlotte, for a total of 
$800,000. A contingency of $200,000 was also assumed for the station capital costs. 

Although parking lot acreage requirements differ slightly among sites, other station facility 
requirements should be able to be accommodated within the rail right-of-way owned by the State. 
Station facility requirements include: mini-high level platform (ADA compliant), lighting for the 
platform and overall sites, paved parking, roadway improvements to access the site, bike racks, 
and pedestrian access. 

Based on ridership projections, parking would be provided for 75 cars in Charlotte (0.6 acre), 125 
in Shelburne (1.0 acre) and 50 in South Burlington (0.4 acre). In total, only 2 acres of land 
should have to be acquired by the State for the purposes of the rail improvement solution. Access 
to the station area via alternate modes (feeders service, bicycles, pedestrians, etc.) will be 
encouraged at all four stations. 

Vehicle Acquisition 

The capital costs include a category for vehicle acquisition of three Rail Diesel Cars (RDC's), at a 
cost of $300,000 and a $100,000 contingency. 

Table 2.6 presents a summary of the capital cost estimates for the rail improvement solution. 
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Table 2.6 
Capital Costs 

(1995 $'s) 

Major Investment Study 

Right-of-Way Right-of-Way Grade Stations & Vehicle Total 
Rehab. Upgrades Crossing Parking Acquisition 

$3,200,000 $1,100,000 $1,450,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 $7,750,000 

Notes: 

1 Burlington station improvements ($1,500,000) will occur as a stand-alone Multi-modal Transit Center. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Operations 

The cost of operations was calculated using unit costs appropriate for the operation of rail diesel 
cars (RDC's.) The three components of the operations costs are the cost of the crew, the 
propulsion and the equipment maintenance. The crew cost includes the cost of one driver and a 
conductor to collect tickets. Wage rates use the Vermont Railway (VTR) fully loaded unit cost 
wage rate of $17.12 an hour. In total, 5,110 annual hours of operation are assumed, based on 14 
hours of operation per day, 365 days per year. The cost of propulsion uses a standard cost per 
train mile multiplied by annual train miles to operate the service (122,640 train miles). Equipment 
maintenance uses a unit cost per car (three cars are assumed.) 

Shuttle Service 

The cost of providing shuttle services from the neighborhoods of the community to the train 
station were included in the operating costs. This cost assumes more than 8,000 hours of shuttle 
service annually at $25 per hour. 

Overhead and Administration 

Overhead and Administration Costs are assumed to be 25% of the total annual direct expense. 
Based on assumptions for other areas of the country adjusted to local area costs and possible 
integration with other operations, the overhead and administration costs calculated using 11 % of 
the total annual direct expense. 

Right-oj-Way Maintenance 

Right-of way maintenance costs include the cost to maintain the track and to provide a switch 
tender. A person to tend the switches during the hours of operation is necessary because a signal 
system is not provided. The track maintenance is costed per vehicle mile (245,280 vehicle miles 
annually). The cost to provide switch tenders reflects local wages rates, using the Vermont 
Railway (VTR) fully loaded labor costs. 
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Station and Parking Facility Maintenance 

The maintenance of the 4 stations is assumed to be $10,000 annually. A contingency of $30,000 
is provided. 

A summary of the operating and maintenance costs are presented in Table 2.7. 

Table 2.7 
Operating and Maintenance Costs 

(1995 $'s) 

Operations Shuttle Overhead I Right-of- Stations & Total 
Service Admin, Way Maint Parking 

$475,000 $200,000 $100,000 $150,000 $70,000 $995,000 

Farebox Revenue 

The rail improvement solution could potentially operate as a free-fare system; or use a one-way 
fare of $1.00. Average fares would be approximately 25% less due to special fare discount for 
certain patrons including the elderly, handicapped and children. Table 2.8 presents the potential 
farebox revenue an average fare of$.75 were to be charged. 

Table 2.8 
Farebox Revenue 

(1995$'5) 

Scenario/Mode 
1995 (pre-construction) 
1998 (during construction) 
1998 (post-construction) 
2005 
2015 

2.3.4 Enhanced Bus Improvement Solution 

$.75 Fare 
$160,922 

--
$102,150 
$177,714 
$197,304 

The Enhanced Bus Improvement Solution proposes to improve the frequency and coverage of the 
existing CCT A operated South End Service on Shelburne Road, to provide a more attractive traveling 
option that might encourage people to choose bus over automobile when making travel decisions. 

The current bus service in the Route 7 Corridor links the Cherry Street bus terminal in downtown 
Burlington with locations along Shelburne Road through Burlington and South Burlington terminating 
near the South Burlington City limits ("short stop".) This service is provided at half hour intervals 
during the day, and the one-way travel time is about 1 0 minutes. Some runs extend to Shelburne 
Village, which takes 30 minutes for a one-way trip. 
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Service Features 

The enhanced bus solution provides 15 minute headways along the core of the route, the "short 
stop" portion, and half-hourly service along the extension to Shelburne Village. Neighborhood 
circulator services to some areas of South Burlington and Shelburne will also be provided. 
Burlington-Shelburne buses will perform a "Shelburne circulator trip"; weaving through the 
Village, dropping off riders who board the bus in Burlington and other points north while picking 
up passengers destined toward South Burlington and Burlington. 

Four buses will operate this service. The service will operate from 6:45 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. The 
schedule requires about 54 hours of revenue service/day, and results in approximately 800 
revenue miles/day. 

The schedule will provide service for employees of Shelburne Road business establishments, while 
providing bus service within several blocks of many residences in Shelburne and South Burlington. 

Ridership 

Table 2.9 presents a summary of the ridership estimates for the enhanced bus improvement 
solution using a free fare assumption. Values provided are for all of Chittenden County (not just 
the Shelburne Road Corridor.) Ridership for bus (change over base for scenario) is for the 
enhanced bus service only (i.e. added ridership attributed to increased "short stop" frequency.) 

Table 2.9 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

With Enhanced Bus Solution Using The Free Fare Scenario 

Scenario/Mode 
Walk/Bike Busi(~~~rgib0~;Iii 

Auto (vehicles) (person trips) . (person trips)basefdHsCenal'io\ 
1995 (pre-construction) 144,572,267 4,891,682 1,254,656:::::...:<:4,Q;11e 
1998 (during construction) 152,781,067 5,034,048 1,279,749.<)31;366 
1998 (post-construction) 152,761,136 5,051,131 1,292,296::i:::::p$A60 
2005 166,935,055 5,256,138 1,351 ,892t\):)S61460 
2015 187,281,947 5,594,968 1,467,948 ••• :)n69006 

The model was run without a fare. Data on fare elasticities for changes to systems have found a 
34% decrease in ridership for every 100% increase in fare. 35 Data found in transit experiences 
nationwide do not show any additional difference in fare sensitivity for adding a fare to a free fare 
scenario than there is for raising an established fare by the same percentage.36 Application of this 
data to Shelburne Road is particularly appropriate given the importance and sensitivity to travel 
time in the Corridor. Unlike other corridors, the Shelburne Road Corridor contains few transit
dependent households, which decreases its potential sensitivity to fare and increase its sensitivity 

35 Federal Highway Administration, Traveler Response to Transportation System Changes, July 1981. 
36 Ibid. 
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to travel time. Table 2.10 presents the negative effect on the above-estimated enhanced bus 
ridership which would be expected if the current average CCT A fare were applied. 

Table 2.10 
Annual Ridership Estimates 

With Enhanced Bus Solution Using The $.75 Fare Scenario 
Reduced Bus 

Scenario/Mode (with fare) 
1995 (pre-construction) 30,378 
1998 (during construction) 23,368 
1998 (post-construction) 42,062 
2005 42,062 
2015 51,410 

Capital Cost 

The enhanced bus solution as described in the service features requires the acquisition of two, 35 
passenger buses. At a capital cost of $200,000 per bus, the total capital cost for the enhanced bus 
solution would be $400,000. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Operating costs for operating the enhancement to existing bus service in the Corridor is assumed 
to be the marginal cost (cost over that of the existing operation) of providing the additional (more 
frequent) service. Based on a marginal cost of $13.50 per revenue vehicle hour, the enhanced 
service would cost an additional $729 per day, or $266,085 annually. 

Farebox Revenue 

The enhanced bus improvement solution could potentially operate as a free-fare system; or use the 
CCTA fare structure, which has an average revenue per passenger of $.56. The $.56 per 
passenger figure is adjusted from the $.75 fare generally charged to include discounted fares for 
special groups. A free fare policy for enhanced bus would result in free fare for the existing 
service, which would be a $94,000 loss in passenger revenues. Table 2.11 presents the potential 
farebox revenue if the average revenue of $.56 per passenger were collected from the reduced 
ridership created by the enhanced bus solution. 
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Table 2.11 
Farebox Revenue 

(1995$'s) 

Scenario/Mode $.56 Average Fare 
1995 (pre-construction) $17,012 
1998 (during construction) $13,086 
1998 (post-construction) $23,555 
2005 $23,555 
2015 $28,789 

2.3.5 Express Bus Improvement Solution 

Service Features 

Major Investment Study 

The express bus service would operate in the Route 7 Corridor. The route would originate at the 
west end of Ferry Road in Charlotte, proceed east on Ferry Road to Route 7 where it would turn 
left to head north to Burlington making minimal stops to pick up and discharge passengers. It 
would coordinate with new feeder/circulator services in Shelburne and South Burlington 
developed to support the express bus service. In Burlington it would continue north on Route 7 
making no stops enroute to the Cherry Street Terminal. At Cherry Street the bus would connect 
with CCT A local services. 

Service would be hourly from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Two buses would be required to operate service 
with hourly headways; a round trip taking approximately 90 minutes. Daily operator and bus 
hours are approximately 29 hours, requiring four operators. Excluding deadheads, the service 
would require 14 daily round trips for a daily revenue mileage of approximately 420 bus miles. 

Running time for the service would be approximately 32 to 37 minutes between Burlington and 
the Charlotte Ferry. All buses depart Cherry Street Terminal at 15 or 45 minutes after the hour. 
The Express Service would be scheduled to depart the Ferry on each hour arriving at Cherry 
Street approximately 35 minutes later. With a ten minute layover, the return trip southbound 
would depart at 45 minutes after the hour arriving at the Ferry at approximately 20 minutes after 
the hour. There would be a 40 minutes layover at the Ferry before the next northbound trip 
would depart on the hour. 

Stops would be proposed at locations to optimize the individual towns' goals and objectives and 
maximize run time and convenience for patrons. To that end, the following is a list of the locations 
which could be potential stops in each of the towns: 

Burlington: 
• Cherry Street Terminal 

South Burlington: 
• Southland Development 
• Holmes Road 
• Bartlett Bay Road 
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Shelburne: 
• Drive-In Theater 
• Shelburne Village/Town Property 

Charlotte: 
• Charlotte Village 
• Charlotte Ferry 

Ridership 

Table 2.12 presents a summary of the ridership estimates for the express bus improvement 
solution using the free fare scenario. Values are for all of Chittenden County (not just the 
Shelburne Road Corridor.) Ridership in the Bus (change over base for scenario) is ridership 
attributed to the new express bus service only. 

Table 2.12 
Annual Ridership Estimates by Mode, 

With Express Bus Solution Using The Free Fare Scenario 
U .. UU.·.UBus.n •• 

Scenario/Mode Auto (vehicles' (p::~~~~~;s) (pers~~StriPS)g[~\~,jrg~~~~~~i~) 
1995 (pre-construction) 144,597,893 4,891,682 1,223,290 ")~l41Q 
1998 (during construction) 152,823,777 5,016,964 1,242,109U ••• >eZ13 
1998 (post-construction) 
2005 
2015 

152,820,930 5,019,811 1,242,1 09,.iei21a 
166,974,918 5,247,596 1,304,842 ·.·......X.9l410 
187,310,420 5,577,884 1,402,078 :;137 

The service serves so few needs and the ridership so low that a $1 fare scenario was not run. A 
change in fare would have virtually no effect on ridership for this scenario given the great 
sensitivity to the high travel times which dominate this solution. 

Capital Cost 

The express bus solution as described in the service features requires the acquisition of three 35 
passenger buses for the line haul portion of the service and one 25 passenger bus for the feeder 
portion of the service. The capital cost of the 35 passenger bus is $200,000 and the cost of the 25 
passenger bus is $150,000. Table 2.13 presents the capital costs of the express bus solution. 

Table 2.13 
Capital Costs 

(1995's) 

Line Haul Buses Feeder Buses 
Total 

(35 passenger) (25 passenger) 

$600,000 $150,000 $750,000 
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Operating and Maintenance Costs 

Operating costs for the express bus solution include the cost to operate the line haul portion of 
the service with a 35 passenger bus, and the cost to operate the 25 passenger feeder bus. The 
express bus portion of the service is based on 36 revenue vehicle hours of service per day, and the 
feeder bus is based on 15.25 revenue vehicle hours of service per day. Both assume a unit cost 
for operations of $27 per revenue vehicle hour (Table 2.14). 

Farebox Revenue 

Line Haul Buses 
(35 passenger) 

$354,780 

Table 2.14 
Operating Costs 

(1995's) 

Feeder Buses 
(25 passenger) 

$150,289 

Total 

$505,069 

Ridership figures are based on a free fare. The levels of ridership were so low that any attempt to 
collect a fare would result in a negligible increase in revenues. These revenues would have no 
significant impact on deferring the potential cost of providing such a service and were not deemed 
appropriate given the demand. 
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3. Social, Ecological and Environmental Considerations 

The following section presents at the social, ecological and environmental considerations which 
will be considered in more detail in the Environmental Assessment for a selected modal solution. 
The section provides a basis for evaluating what package of solutions makes the most sense in the 
Route 7 Corridor. As has been done throughout the MIS, several existing and working 
documents were used to analyze these considerations, including the Environmental Assessment 
for us. Route 7, prepared by Erdman, Anthony and Associates, Inc, June 1994; and the Draft 
Environmental Assessment for the Shelburne Road Passenger Rail, prepared by Freese and 
Nichols, Inc., January 1995. 

3.1 Corridor Baseline 

The Corridor baseline is the current environmental situation against which the proposed solutions 
will be evaluated. The current environmental situation is discussed in Section 1.1.1, Description 
of the Study Area and Corridor Location. 

3.2 Highway Improvement Solution37 

The social, ecological and environmental considerations for the highway improvement solution are 
derived for the most part from the Environmental Assessment for us. Route 7, prepared by 
Erdman, Anthony and Associates, Inc, June 1994. Environmental impacts for the Southern 
Connector Project are currently under separate study and, while important to the overall 
evaluation of the highway solution, will not be available for inclusion in this MIS. 

3.2.1 Land Acquisition and Displacements 

The highway improvement solution road widening alignment was chosen to minimize the number 
of businesses or homes that need to be relocated. The design indicates that one storage shed, one 
garage, one camp, one house and three commercial buildings may have to altered or removed. 
Other buildings are in close proximity to the existing right-of-way and in some cases additional 
right-of-way will be required. 

The project will follow the existing Shelburne Road (US7) alignment and few people or businesses will 
be forced to relocate. All relocatees and property owners where land must be acquired will be treated 
in accordance with the Uniform Acquisition and Relocation Assistance Act and State policies. 

37 Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7. 
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3.2.2 Land Use and Zoning 

The highway improvement solution will not change the land use or zoning in the Corridor, with 
the exception of those businesses or houses which need to be relocated. In those cases the former 
land uses will be converted to highway right-of-way. 

3.2.3 Air Quality 

Highway projects are judged to be in conformance with Vermont Air Quality Regulations and the State 
Implementation Plan for the Clean Air Act if the anticipated traffic increase is less than 10,0000 
vehicles per day. Since the anticipated traffic increase for Shelburne Road (US7) is significantly less 
than that, an air quality investigation was not deemed to be required. 

Air quality will not be appreciably altered by the highway improvement solution. By reducing traffic 
delays, a positive impact on air quality is possible. The predicted increase in vehicles is below the level 
requiring a formal study. 

3.2.4 Noise 

The existing land use was evaluated and field measurements of existing noise levels were taken at Peak 
a.m. and p.m. periods as well as during evening hours. Measurements were taken at a total of 13 sites. 
Future noise was predicted using FHW A Noise Prediction Nomographs at the 12 measured sites as 
well as 19 additional sites. 

The need for noise abatement measures was evaluated according to V AOT and FHW A Noise 
Abatement Criteria. This study determined that although FHW A Noise Abatement Criteria is met or 
exceeded at 19 sites, site constraints do not allow effective mitigation at any of the sites. 

Construction noise is categorized as temporary, and will be controlled so as not to cause a violation of 
local noise ordinances. In addition, use of appropriate mufflers on all construction equipment will be 
required. Appendix B of the Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7 contains a complete 
summary of the study performed and the conclusions and recommendations made, as well as copies of 
the local noise ordinances. 

The noise study indicated that the Shelburne Road Improvement project will generally produce an 
increase in noise levels along the project Corridor. However, noise abatement measures do not prove 
reasonable or feasible at any of the sites. 

3.2.5 Water Quality 

Surface Hydrology 

Road widening and bridge replacement create increases in paved area. Stormwater runoff is 
contained in a closed water pipe system where necessary, but would be allowed to flow across 
vegetated swales where space permits. Techniques to minimize the velocity of stormwater 
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traveling to the existing ditches and the LaPlatte River will also be incorporated into the final 
design. 

The largest impacts from construction projects are often associated with the initial phase of work 
prior to the establishment of permanent ground cover. Impacts to water quality during 
construction will be minimized through the proper design, placement and maintenance of erosion 
control devices. In the area near the LaPlatte River two erosion control plans will be prepared. 
One plan will depicting the work during construction and the second showing the work area in its 
final condition. No stormwater would flow directly from the bridge into the river. 

In summary, the potential impact to water quality due to the widening of Shelburne Road (US7) 
will be minimized through the use of erosion control devices and appropriate stormwater 
diversion devices. 

Floodplain Encroachment 

The proposed replacement bridge will consist of three spans instead offour. One pier will be removed 
from the center of the river, thus reducing the chances of debris catching on the pier. The overall 
hydraulic opening of the final bridge will be such that the water levels during storm events will be equal 
to or below those under the present bridge configuration. The lowest elevation of the proposed bridge 
will be approximately 2.44 meter (8.0 feet) above the water level expected during a 100 year storm 
event. The project will have an insignificant impact on upstream flood elevations. 

The floodplain characteristics will not be adversely modified due to the construction of the 
proposed bridge. Provisions for scour control will be implemented in accordance with V AOT 
guidelines. Protective measures will be taken around all bridge piers. Measures to be considered 
include the placement of pier and piles and stone fillirip rap protection. Preliminary calculations 
indicated that approximately 420 square meter of rip rap will be required for pier scour 
protection. This results in a slight reduction of wetland areas. Due to the wide flow area the 
velocities are expected to be relatively slow and the resulting scour will be minimal. 

Wetlands 

The LaPlatte River Bridge (station 242+00 to 253+00) 
All areas adjacent to the LaPlatte River Bridge were delineated by Dubois & King to determine 
the proximity ofthe work to any State and Federal wetlands. Class II wetland were found to exist 
east of the former Shelburne Road (US7) embankments and west of the current Shelburne Road 
(US7) to an approximate elevation of 103. A smaller isolated area was designated on the north 
side of the river under the existing Shelburne Road (US7) bridge. The area between the existing 
Shelburne Road(US7) bridge and the former Shelburne Road (US7) embankment has been 
disturbed during past construction activities. The locations of the wetlands in the bridge area are 
shown in the Environmental Assessmentfor U.S. Route 7, Appendix D. 

The Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department, Nongame and Natural Heritage Program (NNHP) 
has designated various areas within the State as Biological Natural Areas. Two of these areas, 
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named the LaPlatte River Marsh and the LaPlatte River Ledges are discussed in the 
Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7, Appendix D. One of the characteristics of both 
areas is the presence of Floodplain Forest areas. The area of the eastern face of the former 
Shelburne Road (US7) embankment as well as the stream bank between the embankment and the 
LaPlatte River has been identified as a Floodplain Forest. The alignment of the proposed 
temporary bridge detour was designed to avoid disturbance to and avoid placement of fill on the 
eastern embankment face and any of the wetlands located in this area. 

Both the widened bridge and the detour are being designed to minimize disturbance to the 
wetland that have been identified in the work area. The proposed bridge ( and piers) will occupy 
slightly more, 394 sm or, 0.0394 hetares (4,246 square feet or 0.098 acres), wetland area than the 
existing bridge. In addition, the proposed temporary bridge will not occupy wetland areas. 
Therefore, the impact of the project has been minimized through placement considerations for all 
structures. 

The Roadway North of the LaPlatte River Bridge (station 253+00 to 426+85) 
Streams that cross the northern portion of the project include Batlett Brook and Monroe Brook. 
These streams are not classified as Class II wetlands according to the Vermont Wetland Rules. 
To confirm that there were no areas that could be considered as Class II wetlands (Vermont) or 
federally regulated wetlands, a wetland delineation was performed (Environmental Assessment for 
u.s. Route 7, Appendix D.) None of the wetlands shown in then northern portion of the project 
met the conditions to be designated as Vermont Class II. Therefore, they are not protected 
according to State Laws, but a Federal (Corps of Engineers) permit would be required. 

The wetlands report discusses the potential loss of wetland along Bartlett and Monroe Brooks. 
The report by Dubois and King states that the loss of some isolated wet meadows/wet woods 
areas along this northern portion of Shelburne Road (US7) is not expected to significantly impact 
the functions and values performed by these wetlands. The report also recommends the use of 
special erosion control measures during all phases of construction to protect the wetlands. Best 
management practice will be incorporated in the project. The elimination of the originally 
proposed 'jug-handle" in the vicinity of Bartlett Brook as recommended by the Route 7 Advisory 
Committee will significantly reduce the impact on wetlands. 

In summary, potential wetland areas have been quantified along the project route. Modifications have 
been made to the project design to avoid or minimize impacts to wetlands. All appropriate wetland 
permits will be obtained. 

3.2.6 Ecologically Sensitive Areas 

Vegetation 

The NNHP has indicated that two rare plant species are found in the floodplain forest located to 
the east of the Former Shelburne Road: the herb-bennet (Geum laciniatum) and the hairy wild rye 
(Elymus villosus.) No disturbance will take place to the floodplain forest and therefore these rare 
plant species will be avoided. 
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Several rare and uncommon plants can be found in the LaPlatte River Marsh. However, this area 
begins downstream of the existing railroad bridge and will not be disturbed by the highway 
improvement solution. 

The NNHP was contacted regarding any significant natural communities of rare, threatened or 
endangered animal or plants. The response letter dated July 2, 1993 and June 28, 1993 indicate 
that no threatened or endangered animals or their habitat are located in either the original or 
supplementary portion of the project. 

Endangered and Threatened Species 

A modification to the detour design was made to further avoid an area (east of the former Shelburne 
Road embankment) known to contain two rare plant species. Fill will not be placed in this area. The 
project will not affect any threatened or endangered species or habitat thereof 

Geology and Soils 

Impacts to geology and soils were not identified in the Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 
7. 

Climate 

Impacts to the climate were not identified in the Environmental Assessmentfor U.S. Route 7. 

3.2.7 Traffic and Parking 

The highway improvement solution will result in the reduction in traffic congestion. Delay times, 
accident incidence and driver frustration will be reduced with improved geometrics and signalization. 

The existing traffic will continue to travel along Shelburne Road (US7) and therefore a reduction in 
vehicles is not anticipated as would be the case for a bypass or major route change. 

3.2.8 Energy Requirements and Potential for Conservation 

Impacts regarding energy requirements and potential for conservation were not identified in the 
Environmental Assessment for U. S. Route 7. 

3.2.9 Historic Properties and Parklands 

The State of Vermont Division for Historic and Community Affairs concluded that the original portion 
of the project will not affect any properties of historic, architectural or archeological significance that 
are listed on, or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. However, one structure (Dutch 
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Mill Motel) has recently been designated as eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. The 
driveway canopy encroached into the existing ROW. A portion of the proposed Shelburne Road 
(US7) alignment has been shifted to the west to avoid the Dutch Mill Motel and its canopy. This 
alignment shift will preserve the structure intact. 

The supplemental portion of the project is currently being reviewed. No structures are anticipated to 
be removed or altered in the supplemental portion of the project. 

3.2.10 Construction 

The impact upon traffic flow during construction will be minimized with a thoroughly developed 
Traffic Maintenance Plan. (Environmental Assessment for us. Route 7, Appendix F) The present 
LOS for most of the project area is E or lower with two lanes. A steady availability of two paved lands 
will be provided during construction. It is recognized that roadside construction can cause occasional 
congestion. Delays between 5 and 10 minutes are anticipated. Alternate routes can not be expected to 
absorb the increases in traffic due to the fact that most of the traffic is generated from within the project 
area and alternate routes do not provide adequate links for local traffic. A portion of the mitigation for 
the through traffic impacts could be the passenger rail solution. It is expected that the combination of 
the Traffic Maintenance Plan and the Passenger Rail Service should essentially maintain the current 
Level of Service within the project area. 

3.2.11 Visual and Aesthetic Resources 

Impacts to visual and aesthetic resources were not identified in the Environmental Assessment for 
us. Route 7. 

3.2.12 Community Disruption 

The existing traffic will continue to travel Shelburne Road after the highway improvement 
solution is implemented, maintaining the economic vitality of the area and even allowing it to 
grow. 

It is likely that disruption to both the residential and business community located along Route 7 
and those traveling Route 7 will take place temporarily during construction. 

3.2.13 Safety and Security 

The project will provide improved public safety conditions. This will be accomplished through the 
implementation of design elements that will provide upgraded facilities for vehicles, pedestrian and 
bicyclists. Access and safety for pedestrians and bicyclists will be significantly improved by the 
installation of sidewalks and bike-lanes that do not currently exist along this portion of Shelburne Road 
(US7.) 
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3.2.14 Hazardous Waste 

A Phase I Hazardous Waste Assessment was performed for the project Corridor as part of the 
Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7. The Assessment consisted of the following 
categories of investigation: 

1. Review of current Federal, State and local listings of waste disposal and inactive hazardous 
waste sites including: (1) Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) National Priority List 
(NPL) of Superfund Sites, (2) Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation 
Liability Information System (CERCLIS) Sites and available State and Local lists. 

2. Review of State waste incident reports for the project Corridor and vicinity 
3. Review of applicable underground storage tank permit records and records of documented 

spill events pertaining to the project Corridor. 
4. Review of Aerial Photographs for the years 1962, 1978, 1985 and 1988. 
5. A site walk of the project Corridor. 

The information obtained for the parcels within the project was entered into a summary matrix 
(Environmental Assessmentfor u.s. Route 7, Table 2, Appendix C) to allow decisions to be made 
regarding follow up investigations. The findings of the Hazardous Waste Assessment indicated 
that the Corridor contains a business make-up that is typical of an urban route of that size. Along 
corridors with gas stations, automobile dealerships and light industry, it is not uncommon to have 
historic spills due to underground storage tanks. These spills are often found during a tightness 
test on the tank and associated piping. Once a leak is noted, clean up and tank replacement is 
often required. The V AOT would be interested in the extent of any potential spills because any 
contaminated soil disturbed by the construction process would have to be removed in accordance 
with Vermont Agency of Natural Resources, Department of Environmental Conservation 
(V ANRiDEC) regulations. A better understanding of the quantity of contaminated soil (if any) 
will allow the construction documents and cost estimates to be more complete. 

Table 3 of the Hazardous Waste Assessment (Environmental Assessment for u.s. Route 7, 
Appendix C) describes those sites that based on the investigation to date, appear to warrant 
subsequent testing. This testing would indicate the existence of any possible soil contamination 
within the project ROW. 

In summary, the Hazardous Waste Assessment documented conditions that are typical of a 
highway corridor of similar age and character as Shelburne Road (US7.) The report is intended 
to allow the V AOT to understand the types of potential past spills that may have occurred. 
Additional locations have been described which may warrant further investigation to determine 
the constituents of any past filling that has occurred. With this information, precautions can be 
taken to assure that any existing environmental conditions will not be worsened by the proposed 
construction. 

The Vermont Agency of Transportation reduced the list of identified sites which needed further 
exploration for hazardous materials/wastes. Test pits and/or borings were performed on seven 
sites. Only three sites were found to contain petroleum contaminated soils. Quantity estimates 
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are included to facilitate removal during or before construction. The internal V AOT Office 
Memoranda dated March 15, 1994 and April 4, 1994 are in the Environmental Assessment jar 
U.S. Route 7 in Appendix C. 

The Hazardous Waste report indicated that the Corridor contains a small number of industrial sites and 
some documented gasoline spills. To enhance worker safety and to help predict construction costs, 
follow-up research and testing was performed by the Vermont Agency of Transportation at a limited 
number of sites. The goal of this effort is to avoid areas of known contamination and unexpected soil 
disposal or treatment. 

3.2.15 Secondary Development 

The proposed Shelburne Road (US7) modifications will improve the safety of turning movements 
through the use of dedicated turning lanes, jug handles and signalization. These changes will provide 
an atmosphere conducive to safer and more convenient access to businesses. 

The proposed project will allow Shelburne Road (US7) to handle the anticipated traffic in a safe 
manner. If Shelburne Road (US7) is not improved, the anticipated growth in this Corridor will move 
to other less congested areas. This would result in scattered development and potentially negative 
economic impact on the Shelburne Road (US7) Corridor. 

Local businesses have been allowed to participate in the final design process. In this manner, any 
potential economic impacts due to local access issues have been minimized. 

3.2.16 Consistency with Local Plans 

This Corridor has been designated as a growth corridor by local master plans and zoning. Any 
growth will result in an increased tax base allowing the municipalities to appropriate funds to 
those entities requiring additional support. 

3.3 Rail Improvement Solution38 

3.3.1 Land Acquisition and Displacements 

The proposed project will utilize the existing Vermont Railway right-of-way that extends from 
Burlington to Charlotte. Approximately six miles of this rail will have to be replaced. However, 
neither construction nor operation of the passenger rail will necessitate acquisition of property in 
addition to the existing right-of-way. 

Four stations consisting of a platform with an open canopy and small parking area will be located 
adjacent to the rail and distributed between Burlington and Charlotte. The station in Burlington will be 
developed through private efforts and will be leased from the developer. No acquisition is required at 

38 Draft Environmental Assessment for the Shelburne Road Passenger Rail, Freese and Nichols, Inc., January 
1995. 
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this location. The remaining three stations will be located partially outside of the existing right-of-way, 
primarily to provide for parking at the station areas. Therefore, additional property will have to be 
purchased or leased. It is estimated that approximately two acres would have to be acquired for these 
purposes. 

3.3.2 Land Use and Zoning 

Construction will be limited to the replacement of approximately six miles of rail and development of 
three stations. There will be no significant impacts to the existing land use as a result of the proposed 
project. 

3.3.3 Air Quality 

The purpose of this section is to discuss air quality impacts associated with the proposed project. Mass 
transportation projects typically have the potential to affect air quality by altering the composition of 
transit/private vehicles ratios. The introduction of passenger rail service will beneficially impact air 
quality. Passenger rail use will lower motor vehicle usage. Therefore, lower motor emissions along 
the Route 7 Corridor between Burlington and Charlotte can be expected. It is estimated that the 
annual VMT (vehicle miles traveled) in the Corridor will be reduced by approximately 660,000 vehicle 
miles in 2015 because of the presence of the rail service. 

Regional Compliance Standards 

The Vermont APCD has found that improvements to the rail line will not require an indirect source 
permit under Vermont Air Pollution Regulation 5-503. Because of the net positive effect on air quality 
along the Route 7 Corridor, the APCD supports the improvements as a means of reducing the air 
quality impacts related to motor vehicle activity. 39 

The EPA calculates emissions from passenger trains by multiplying the annual fuel consumption by 
standard emission factors. The EPA uses the F40PH locomotive as the standard locomotive for 
passenger operations. Emission factors for the F40PH locomotive are presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 
Emission Factors for F40PH Locomotives 

(pounds per ) ear) 
Contaminant Line haul 
Hydrocarbons 0.0160 
Carbon monoxide 0.0460 
Nitrogen oxides 0.5236 
Sulfur dioxide l 0.0360 
Particulate matter 0.0071 

Source: EPA, 1992 
I Sulfur dioxide calculated on 0.25% sulfur content. 

39 Ibid, Appendix (APeD.) 
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Identification of Sensitive Sites 

No schools, hospitals, or similar sensitive facilities will be negatively impacted by changes in air quality 
from the proposed project. The introduction of passenger service is expected to improve air quality 
within Chittenden County. 

3.3.4 Noise 

Sources of Noise 

New sources of noise will be created by the rail improvement solution. Construction of the new 
stations and rail physical improvements along the rail line will create additional short-term noise. 
Increased traffic around the rail stations will result in additional noise in those areas. Traffic flow 
within the Corridor will change due to rail, and is likely to lower the noise levels in the Corridor area. 
However, increased rail traffic will result in increased noise levels along the Corridor. The main 
sources of noise impacts from operations will be engine noise, wheel-to-rail connection, and hom 
blowing. 

Noise Descriptors 

Noise sensitive receptors were determined from inspection of aerial photography and land use analysis. 
Sensitive receptors were examined within 100 feet and again within 750 feet of the rail line. The 
Federal Transit Administration defines Category 2 noise sensitive areas to consist of residential 
buildings or buildings with overnight sleeping accommodations within a critical distance of 750 feet. 
No Category 1 or Category 3 sites were found within their respective critical distances of 1000 and 
500 feet. Trains are required to blow their horns in the areas 1,320 feet uprail of street crossings. 
Special attention was given to areas where train horns will regularly blow. 

The portion of the study corridor within Burlington township has the most noise sensitive sites. In the 
southern portion two trailer parks, one bayside apartment complex, and several residential houses are 
within 750 feet of the rail. The railway then continues north through a heavily industrial segment of 
Burlington. Within a quarter mile of the Union Station is a large residential area. Many buildings 
intervene between the rail line and the closest of the residences. 

Only a small section of the west side of the township of South Burlington is in the noise corridor. 
Several residences are located along the shore within 750 feet of the rail. Approximately fifteen of 
these residences are within 100 feet of the line. 

Noise sensitive areas in Shelburne include many houses in the eastern part of the Davis Avenue 
subdivision. The closest of these houses are 100 feet from the track. The track is below grade in a 
deep, narrow cut at this point. The enclosure greatly reduces noise impact on the nearby residences. 
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Noise sensitive areas in Charlotte include eight residences along an unnamed offshoot ofFeny Road. 
These residences are separated from the track by between 200 feet and 400 feet of heavily vegetated 
area. 

Assessment of Noise Impacts 

Most noise increases due to the project are minimal. Construction activities are expected to remain 
under the 80 dBA maximum noise level for construction in arterial or multi-family residential areas. 
The noise due to construction activities will be limited in duration and occur only during daylight hours, 
thus the increases will not constitute a significant impact. All of the noise sensitive sites near Union 
Station have intervening buildings and are more than 400 feet from the rail. 

Noise impacts due to the change in traffic patterns are expected to be minimal. The passenger rail 
operation may actually decrease traffic load on Route 7, which would slightly lower noise impacts in 
the study corridor. Changes in noise level due to changing traffic patterns are not expected to be 
significant. 

Noise increases due to train operations are expected to cause impacts to some adjoining 
neighborhoods. The most significant impact will be due to horn blowing. The areas that will be 
affected by horn blowing are residential areas within 1,320 feet of street crossings. These areas occur at 
Burlington, South Burlington, Shelburne, and Charlotte, the four townships located along the 
alignment. These areas are already subject to the freight train operation's horn blowing. The passenger 
rail will only operate between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. All feasible means of noise abatement, such as 
vegetative plantings, noise abatement walls, directional horns, etc. will be used to mitigate any noise 
Increase. 

Vibration 

The proposed passenger rail alignment will not produce significant vibration impacts along the study 
route because freight trains are heavier and louder. No significant vibration impacts are anticipated due 
to the passenger rail operation. Existing freight train operations will mask any vibrational impacts due 
to passenger rail operation. 

A vibration corridor has been defined as the width along the alignment wherein vibrations will be felt. 
The width for the passenger rail corridor is assumed to be 100 feet from the track. No vibration 
sensitive receptors, such as hospitals, laboratory research facilities, or recording studios, exist within 
100 feet of the alignment. The proposed project will not create significant vibration impacts due to 
existing vibration sources and absence of vibration sensitive receptors. 

3.3.5 Water Quality 

Surface Hydrology 
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The proposed route comes to within 100 feet of the Lake Champlain shoreline at its closest point. 
However, the proposed project will utilize the existing rail and will not cause any impacts to Lake 
Champlain or its shoreline. 

Several streams and one river are crossed by the proposed route. The main riparian corridor which is 
crossed by the proposed route is the La Platte River which flows into Lake Champlain. An existing rail 
bridge is located at this crossing and no plans are made that will involve construction in this area. 
Other riparian corridors consist of streams and include Pringle Brook, Holmes Creek, McCabes Brook, 
Munrow Brook, and Potash Brook. The proposed project will utilize existing bridges over these 
streams. Therefore, there will be no impact to any riparian corridor as a result of the proposed project. 

The US. Army Corps of Engineers has been contacted concerning impacts to jurisdictional waters of 
the US. Their comments, and appropriate permits, are included in the Environmental Assessment 
(EA). The District Environment Office located in Essex Junction determined that the proposed project 
will not require an Act 250 permit. 

Groundwater 

The proposed project will involve minimal excavation work and no deep soil construction. Therefore, 
there will be no impacts to groundwater resources as a result of the proposed project. 

Floodplain Encroachment 

The proposed route crosses several streams and one large river but does not encroach upon the 100-
year floodplain. The proposed project remains on the existing rail which is above the 100-year 
floodplain elevation. In addition, each of the stations will be located above the 100-year floodplain. 
Therefore, there will be no floodplain encroachment as a result of the proposed project. 

Wetlands 

According to the National Wetlands Inventory maps provided by the US. Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), the proposed route comes within 200 feet of 18 different wetland types. These wetland 
types include riverine, lacustrine and palustrine systems. These wetland systems may, or may not, be 
classified as jurisdictional wetlands according to the US. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) in reference 
to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 

The COE and the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation Water Quality Division 
(VWQD) were contacted to provide a determination of impacts on jurisdictional wetlands. Comments 
from the COE and VWQD will be incorporated in the Environmental Assessment (EA.) 

3.3.6 Ecologically Sensitive Areas 

Vegetation 
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Areas outside the right-of-way will not be impacted by the construction activities or operation of the 
passenger rail. Station locations will provide minimal impact to vegetation as each of the stations will 
be placed in areas that have been partially, or wholly, developed. 

The remaining vegetation within the right-of-way consists of either maintained herbaceous species or 
hydrophytic species occupying the drainages along both sides of the existing rail. Construction activity 
and operations for the proposed passenger rail will be restricted to the rails. Therefore, there will be no 
impacts to the vegetation within the right-of-way as a result of the proposed project. 

The Nongame and Natural Heritage Program (NNHP) indicated that two sensltlve natural 
communities exist within the proposed project vicinity 40. The riverine floodplain forest and deep 
emergent marsh are located on both sides of the rail crossing over the La Platte River Marsh. Neither 
of these community types will be impacted by the proposed project. No major activity is proposed for 
the railway bridge at this location. 

The proposed project will not result in any adverse impacts to any wildlife species in either the urban, 
rural or natural areas, 

Endangered and Threatened Species 

The proposed project is not expected to impact any endangered, threatened or otherwise rare species. 
The USFWS confirmed that no endangered or threatened species will be impacted by the proposed 
project and that a biological assessment and further consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered 
Species Act are not necessary (USFWS, 1994; Environmental Assessment (EA.) The VDFW, and the 
NNHP, confirmed that no known sensitive species will be impacted by the proposed project 41 

Geology and Soils 

In accordance with the Farmland Protection Policy Act, the Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) was contacted regarding the impact of the proposed project on prime farmland. The NRCS 
has indicated that the proposed project will not impact prime farmland. 42 

Climate 

The proposed project will not result in any adverse impacts to the climate. 

3.3.7 Traffic and Parking 

Circulation Patterns and Access to Stations 

40 Ibid., Appendix (NNHP.) 
41 Ibid., Appendix (NNHP and VDFW.) 
42 Ibid., Appendix (NRCS.) 
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The passenger rail stations at Burlington, South Burlington, Shelburne and Charlotte can be expected 
to increase the volume of traffic access roads. Even if peak hour traffic increased by 120 vphpl, traffic 
figures on Perry Road would still be less than the 500 vphpl maximum for significant impact. The 
majority of traffic problems on these crossroads are located at their intersection to Route 7. The 
proposed project will shift traffic flow from Route 7, thereby lowering the volume in problem areas. 
This equalization of traffic flows, will result in a net positive effect on circulation. Therefore the project 
is not considered a significant impact on traffic. Station traffic is not anticipated to impact the adjacent 
roadway network at any of the station locations. In fact, the rail improvement solution should result in 
a net positive effect on circulation by taking cars off of Route 7. 

Construction at station locations is not expected to impede traffic in the study corridor. Construction 
along the rail line will impede traffic at crossroads for short durations. Alternate routes will be planned 
and detours clearly marked during construction. 

Parking 

Each station will have parking appropriate to expected usage. Union Station will have a parking 
garage providing 48 covered parking spaces, 100 public uncovered spaces, and metered parking on the 
street. South Burlington Station will have 50 parking spaces, Shelburne Station will have 125 parking 
spaces, and the Charlotte Station will have 75 parking spaces. The project will result in a net increase 
of parking spaces and therefore is not a significant impact on parking. 

3.3.8 Energy Requirements and Potential for Conservation 

The basis of the passenger rail project is a shift to a more energy efficient mode of transportation. 
Therefore, the proposed project is expected to result in the conservation of energy required to operate 
transportation. 

3.3.9 Historic Properties and Parklands 

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act requires a review of impacts on properties 
included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places be conducted for 
federally-assisted projects. This section discusses the impacts on cultural resources, documents 
consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation, and describes possible impacts to parklands. 

Description of Likely Impacts on Historic Sites 

The State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) was contacted concerning impacts to historic sites. 
The SHPO has requested that an archeological survey be conducted of each station location. A survey 
of archeological resources will be conducted prior to construction of the proposed project. 

Coordination with State Historic Preservation Officer and the Advisory Council 

All appropriate measures will be taken to ensure that coordination with the SHPO and the Advisory 
Council is complete. Archeological survey results will be reviewed by the SHPO. 
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Description of Likely Impacts on Parldands 

In compliance with Section 4( f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (USC, 1966) and 
Section 6(f) of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act (USC, 1965) an inventory was made to 
identity park and recreation areas that could be effected by the proposed project. Included in the 
inventory were any park or recreation areas that could be directly effected by construction or indirectly 
by audible or visual changes in the surrounding environment. 

Seven parks and recreation areas were identified along the study corridor. The proposed project will 
not impact parldands or recreation areas within the proposed project. 

3.3.10 Construction 

Construction impacts include the generation of dust, increased noise levels, and disruption of traffic. 
Any necessary State or local permits will be obtained. 

Temporary air pollution can be expected in the form of dust generated from land clearing, earth
moving, and other construction activities. Dust levels will be controlled to the greatest extent possible 
by timely applications of water and temporary seeding of the construction area. After construction is 
complete, the natural vegetation will be allowed to recover on any disturbed areas at the project site. 

Temporary increases in noise levels will also occur during construction of the proposed passenger rail. 
Adjacent residences may be affected by these increased noise levels. The standard specifications for the 
project will require the contractor to be familiar with, observe, and comply with all Federal, State, and 
local laws, ordinances, and regulations which, in any manner, affect the conduct of work. The 
contractor will be required to make every reasonable effort to minimize construction noise through 
abatement measures such as work hour controls and maintenance of muffler systems. Furthermore, in 
no case will construction activity occur after nightfall, the period of greatest human sensitivity to noise. 

3.3.11 Visual and Aesthetic Resources 

The proposed passenger rail improvements will not adversely impact the visual and aesthetic character 
of the study corridor. The project involves minor alteration of the existing visual resources due to the 
construction of stations and alteration of tracks within the Corridor. The proposed stations will be 
designed to compliment the existing structures, and surroundings will be landscaped according to local 
standards. The stations will contain appropriate rider amenities such as shelter, seating and information 
displays, as well as applicable American Disabilities Act requirements, including a mini-high platform. 

The view of the Adirondack Mountains over Lake Champlain is valued by the community. The 
stations will be of a structural scale similar to the surrounding buildings. Therefore, no station will 
obstruct the view of Lake Champlain more than existing structures. Because the proposed project is 
compatible with the visual character of the surrounding area, no significant visual impact is expected. 
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3.3.12 Community Disruption 

The passenger rail improvements will not displace or disrupt any community resources in the study 
corridor. Existing patterns of circulation will not be adversely affected by the operation of the 
passenger rail. 

The nature of the rail project is to improve the transportation flow between the Vermont communities 
along Lake Champlain. No displacements will occur due to the project. No community boundaries 
will be split by the proposed solution, as it is an existing right-of-way. Access to community resources, 
including the Shelburne Museum, will be improved by the passenger rail service. Improved 
transportation will serve to join the communities along the line. No new barriers will be caused by the 
project. 

Transportation issues are a major concern in the community. The proposed project should be seen 
favorably by residents who desire improved transportation options in the study region. 

Therefore, the project will result in no significant disruption to the community. 

3.3.13 Safety and Security 

The passenger rail system will be responsible for the safety and security of transit patrons and 
employees of the passenger rail system. Station design will include features to reduce accident 
potential and improve the safety for trains and patrons. Pedestrian pathways and boarding areas will be 
designed for safe access for all patrons, including the handicapped. Proper lighting and phone services 
will be provided at all park-and-ride locations and passenger transfer stations. Nightly patrols of the 
stations will also be appropriate to discourage use of the stations by transients. Signalization 
improvements will be planned to enhance safety at grade crossings and at station entrances. 

3.3.14 Hazardous Waste 

No evidence of hazardous waste was observed at any of the station locations in South Burlington, 
Shelburne, or Charlotte. However, if the purchase of additional property is required for stations, an 
environmental site assessment (ESA) may be required. 

3.3.15 Secondary Development 

Joint business development potential exists along the passenger rail corridor near each of the proposed 
stations. Should such development occur, no significant adverse impacts are anticipated. Union Station 
is being developed by the Main Street Landing Company. Along with the station development, two 
other buildings (the Cornerstone Building and the Wing Building) are being developed. All three 
buildings will contain commercial space. The rail project is anticipated to have a positive effect on 
secondary development in the area of Union Station. 
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Roadways adjacent to passenger rail stations will require improvements such as tum lanes and 
signalization for station access to minimize potential traffic problems. These roadway improvements 
will be necessary with or without secondary development around the station locations. 

The passenger rail project may generate secondary development, but such development will be in 
conformance with adopted local land use plans. 

3.3.16 Consistency with Local Plans 

The planning of the passenger rail corridor is consistent with the comprehensive plans and land and 
transportation plans of the cities of Burlington, South Burlington, Shelburne, and Charlotte. 
Development of passenger rail service is an integral part of future transit plans of the Chittenden 
County area. The passenger rail service complies with these endeavors. Therefore, the project is not 
inconsistent with local plans. 

3.4 Enhanced Bus Improvement Solution 

3.4.1 Land Acquisition and Displacements 

The enhanced bus improvement solution merely involves improving the frequency and coverage 
of the existing Shelburne Road Route 7 service and therefore does not require the acquisition of 
land or the displacement of any structures. 

3.4.2 Land Use and Zoning 

No new construction will take place as a result of the enhanced bus solution. Therefore, land use 
and zoning will not be effected. 

3.4.3 Air Quality 

Mass transportation projects typically have the potential to affect air quality by altering the composition 
of transit/private vehicles ratios. The enhancement of bus services on Route 7 will beneficially impact 
air quality by increasing ridership on the service and lowering motor vehicle usage. Therefore, lower 
motor emissions along the Route 7 Corridor between Burlington and Charlotte can be expected. 

No schools, hospitals, or similar sensitive facilities will be negatively impacted by changes in air quality 
from the increased frequency of service on Route 7. The enhancement of bus service is expected to 
improve air quality within Chittenden County. 

3.4.4 Noise 

Sources of Noise and Assessment of Noise Impacts 
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No new sources of noise will be created by the bus enhancement solution. No new construction will 
take place therefore no short-term noise will result. Traffic flow within the Route 7 Corridor will 
change due to enhanced bus services, and is likely to lower the noise levels in the Corridor area by 
reducing automobile noise. However, increased bus traffic on Route 7 will result in minor increases in 
noise levels. Changes in noise level due to changing traffic patterns are not expected to be significant. 

Vibration 

No significant vibration impacts are anticipated due to the proposed enhanced bus solution. 

3.4.5 Water Quality 

Surface Hydrology 

The proposed enhanced bus solution will utilize existing highway and road right-of-way and will 
therefore not cause any impacts to Lake Champlain, its shoreline, the La Platte River or any of the 
streams in the study area. 

Groundwater 

The proposed project will involve no excavation work and no deep soil construction. Therefore, there 
will be no impacts to groundwater resources as a result of the proposed project. 

Floodplain Encroachment 

The proposed project remains on the existing highway and road right-of-way. Therefore, there will be 
no floodplain encroachment as a result of the proposed project. 

Wetlands 

The proposed project remains on the existing highway and road right-of-way. Therefore, there will be 
no additional disturbance to wetlands as a result of the proposed project. 

3.4.6 Ecologically Sensitive Areas 

Vegetation 

The enhanced bus solution remains on the existing highway and road right-of-way. Therefore, there 
will be no additional impact to vegetation as a result of the proposed solution. 

The enhanced bus solution will not result in any adverse impacts to any wildlife species in either the 
urban, rural or natural areas. 
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Endangered and Threatened Species 

The enhanced bus solution is not expected to impact any endangered, threatened or otherwise rare 
speCIes. 

Geology and Soils 

The enhanced bus solution is not expected to impact prime farmland. 

Climate 

The enhanced bus solution will not result in any adverse impacts to the climate. 

3.4.7 Traffic and Parking 

Circulation Patterns 

The enhanced bus solution is not expected to increase traffic on crossroads or Route 7. In fact, the 
enhanced bus solution should result in a net positive effect on circulation by taking approximately 
20,000 cars off of Route 7 annually by 2015. 

Parking 

No additional parking lots are planned in conjunction with the enhanced bus solution. The 
"neighborhood circulator service" aspect of the solution will allow most patrons to board in their own 
neighborhood, negating the need to park an automobile, both at the bus stop and at the actual 
destination of the trip. Therefore, the enhanced bus solution should have slight positive impact on 
parking by making less spaces necessary. 

3.4.8 Energy Requirements and Potential for Conservation 

The enhanced bus solution involves a shift to a more energy efficient mode of transportation. 
Therefore, this solution is expected to result in the conservation of energy required to operate 
transportation. 

3.4.9 Historic Properties and Parklands 

Description of Likely Impacts on Historic Sites 

The enhanced bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way. Therefore, no impacts are 
anticipated to historic sites as a result of the proposed solution. 

Description of Likely Impacts on Parklands 

The enhanced bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way. Therefore, no impacts are 
anticipated to park or recreation areas as a result of the proposed solution. 
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3.4.10 Construction 

The enhanced bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way and does not involve any 
construction. Therefore, no construction impacts will occur. 

3.4.11 Visual and Aesthetic Resources 

The enhanced bus solution will operate on the already congested Route 7. The increased bus 
activity should not impact existing visual and aesthetic resources. 

3.4.12 Community Disruption 

The enhanced bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way and does not involve any 
construction. Therefore, there should be no disruption to the community. 

3.4.13 Safety and Security 

The enhanced bus solution assumes there will be responsibility taken for the safety and security of 
transit patrons and employees. Stops would be located to reduce accident potential and improve the 
safety for buses and patrons. 

3.4.14 Hazardous Waste 

The enhanced bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way and does not involve any 
construction. Therefore, there would be no issues involving hazardous waste. 

3.4.15 Secondary Development 

The enhanced bus solution improves frequency and coverage of the existing Route 7 bus route 
and could potentially have positive effects on secondary development by giving access to a larger 
group of riders to the areas served. However, it is not anticipated that these development impacts 
would be significant, due to the fact the core of this solution is already in place and the fact that 
no new construction or development is taking place in conjunction with this solution. 

3.4.16 Consistency with Local Plans 

The concept of an enhanced Route 7 bus service is consistent with the comprehensive plans and land 
and transportation plans of the cities of Burlington, South Burlington, Shelburne, and Charlotte. 

3.5 Express Bus Improvement Solution 

3.5.1 Land Acquisition and Displacements 
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The express bus solution involves providing an additional bus service and circulator service in the 
Shelburne Road Corridor. The operation of this service does not require the acquisition of land 
or the displacement of any structures. At total of four small parking areas will be located at the 
locations where the express bus stops. Therefore, additional property will have to be purchased or 
leased. It is estimated that approximately two acres would have to be acquired for these purposes. 

3.5.2 Land Use and Zoning 

No new construction will take place as a result of the express bus solution. Therefore, land use 
and zoning will not be effected. 

3.5.3 Air Quality 

Mass transportation projects typically have the potential to affect air quality by altering the composition 
of transit/private vehicles ratios. However, the express bus solution on Route 7 adds approximately 
8,600 vehicles per year by 2015 and will therefore negatively impact air quality. Therefore, higher 
motor emissions along the Route 7 Corridor between Burlington and Charlotte can be expected. 

No schools, hospitals, or similar sensitive facilities will be negatively impacted by changes in air quality 
from the express bus solution. The introduction of the additional bus service is expected to only 
minimally degrade air quality within Chittenden County. 

3.5.4 Noise 

Sources of Noise and Assessment of Noise Impacts 

Minimal new sources of noise will be created by the increased vehicle usage of Route 7 by the express 
bus solution. No new construction will take place therefore no short-term noise will result. Traffic 
flow within the Route 7 Corridor will change due to the express bus solution, and is likely to 
minimally increase the noise levels in the Corridor area by increasing vehicular noise. Changes in noise 
level due to changing traffic patterns are not expected to be significant. 

Vibration 

No significant vibration impacts are anticipated due to the express bus solution. 

3.5.5 Water Quality 

Surface Hydrology 

The express bus solution will utilize existing highway right-of-way and will therefore not cause any 
impacts to Lake Champlain, its shoreline, the La Platte River or any of the streams in the study area .. 
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Groundwater 

The express bus solution will involve no excavation work and no deep soil construction. Therefore, 
there will be no impacts to groundwater resources as a result of the proposed project. 

Floodplain Encroachment 

The express bus solution remains on the existing highway right-of-way. Therefore, there will be no 
floodplain encroachment as a result of the proposed project. 

Wetlands 

The express bus solution remains on the existing highway right-of-way. Therefore, there will be no 
additional disturbance to wetlands as a result of the proposed project. 

3.5.6 Ecologically Sensitive Areas 

Vegetation 

The express bus solution remains on the existing highway right-of-way. Therefore, there will be no 
additional impact to vegetation as a result of the proposed solution. 

The express bus solution will not result in any adverse impacts to any wildlife species in either the 
urban, rural or natural areas. 

Endangered and Threatened Species 

The express bus solution is not expected to impact any endangered, threatened or otherwise rare 
speCIes. 

Geology and Soils 

The express bus solution is not expected to impact prime farmland. 

Climate 

The express bus solution will not result in any adverse impacts to the climate. 
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3.5.7 Traffic and Parking 

Circulation Patterns 

The express bus solution will minimally increase traffic on Route 7 by approximately 8,600 vehicles 
per year in 2015 . No cars are taken off of the road due to a net increase in automobile usage and 
overall net decrease in public transit usage as a result of this solution. 

Parking 

Each stop will have parking appropriate to expected usage. The project will result in a net increase of 
parking spaces and therefore is not a significant impact on parking. 

3.5.8 Energy Requirements and Potential for Conservation 

The express bus solution involves a shift to a more energy efficient mode of transportation. 
Therefore, this solution is expected to result in the conservation of energy required to operate 
transportation. 

3.5.9 Historic Properties and Parklands 

Description of Likely Impacts on Historic Sites 

The express bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way. Therefore, no impacts are 
anticipated to historic sites as a result of the proposed solution. 

Description of Likely Impacts on Parklands 

The express bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way. Therefore, no impacts are 
anticipated to park or recreation areas as a result of the proposed solution. 

3.5.10 Construction 

The express bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way and does not involve any 
construction. Therefore, no construction impacts will occur. 

3.5.11 Visual and Aesthetic Resources 

The express bus solution would operate on the already congested Route 7. The increase bus 
activity should not impact existing visual and aesthetic resources. 

3.5.12 Community Disruption 

The express bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way and does not involve any 
construction. Therefore, there should be no disruption to the community. 
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3.5.13 Safety and Security 

The express bus solution assumes there will be responsibility taken for the safety and security of 
transit patrons and employees. Stops would be located to reduce accident potential and improve the 
safety for buses and patrons. 

3.5.14 Hazardous Waste 

The express bus solution operates on the existing highway right-of-way and does not involve any 
construction. Therefore, there would be no issues involving hazardous waste. 

3.5.15 Secondary Development 

The express bus solution would create a new transit service in the Route 7 Corridor which could 
potentially have positive effects on secondary development by giving access to a larger group of 
riders to the areas served. Joint business development potential exists along the express bus Corridor 
near each of the proposed stops/parking areas. Should such development occur, no significant adverse 
impacts are anticipated, and such development should be in conformance with adopted local land use 
plans. 

3.5.16 Consistency with Local Plans 

The concept of an express bus solution is consistent with the comprehensive plans and land and 
transportation plans of the cities of Burlington, South Burlington, Shelburne, and Charlotte. 
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4. Evaluation of Solutions 

The Shelburne Road Corridor is in need of improvements to solve a variety of deficiencies. The 
solutions proposed to meet those needs: highway, passenger rail, express bus and enhanced bus, 
meet some but not all of the needs individually. Therefore, it is recommended that a package of 
improvements be implemented to meet the Corridor's needs. Independent of this MIS, detailed 
evaluation of the highway solutions has been conducted or is in the process of being conducted. 
Given the level of analysis that has already been undertaken, the Shelburne Road Improvement 
Project has been finalized and is going on to the construction phase. While not finalized, the 
Southern Connector Project is also considered to be an accepted and soon to be an advanced 
component of V AOT' s capital program. Therefore, it is not the intent of this MIS to evaluate the 
feasibility or the effectiveness of those two projects that comprise the highway solution. It is in 
fact the role of this MIS to evaluate whether additional Corridor improvements can effectively 
meet the needs of the Corridor that will not be met by those highway projects. In evaluating the 
proposed solutions, it is helpful to keep in mind that some of the solutions (i.e. rail, express bus, 
enhanced bus) provide redundant benefits to the Corridor and that the strongest solution is the 
one that should be selected to accompany highway improvements in the package of solutions. 

The following sections of this chapter will focus on the qualitative, (and occasionally quantitative) 
impacts of the proposed Corridor solutions. The impacts will be evaluated for their benefit and 
negative impact on the Corridor and their effectiveness in meeting the Corridor needs defined in 
Section 1.1.2 of this MIS. 

4.1 Transportation Impacts 

The transportation impacts of the proposed solutions are strongly tied to the transportation needs 
of the Corridor. Except for construction stage impacts on Route 7, the transportation impacts of 
the proposed solutions are positive. The following is a discussion of how well the transportation 
needs of the Corridor are met by the proposed package of solutions. 

Need: Relieve existing and projected traffic congestion; improve circulation within town centers 

Effectiveness of Solutions: The highway solutions most directly serve the need to relieve 
existing and projected congestion. As mentioned in the discussion of the highway projects, it is 
expected that once complete, the Shelburne Road Improvement Project and the Southern 
Connector project would provide sufficient capacity for Corridor demand. It is projected that the 
majority of intersections currently experiencing failing levels of service will experience acceptable 
levels of service upon completion of the two projects. According to the Environmental 
Assessment prepared for the Shelburne Road Improvement Project, the following congestion 
needs will be met by the project: 

• The levels of service will be improved significantly. Design Level of Service will be "c" or 
better. 

• Access to businesses will be improved through the provision of left-turn lanes, U-turn 
provisions and improved signalization thereby relieving access-related congestion problems. 
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However, it is unclear how long the Corridor will continue to experience acceptable conditions 
after construction is complete. Discussions are already ongoing regarding the search for 
additional highway capacity in the Corridor to meet the demand that will inevitably outweigh even 
the improved capacity of the Corridor. 

The rail solution offers some relief to traffic congestion in the Corridor by providing an alternate 
mode for trips normally taken by the automobile. While significant improvements in intersection 
levels of service cannot be attributed to the rail solution, it does provide some intersection 
improvement. For instance, in the year 2015, the volume to capacity (vic) ratios at Shelburne 
Rd.IHarbor Road is reduced from 0.74 to 0.72 and at Shelburne Rd.IHolmes Rd. the vic is 
reduced from 1. 09 to 1. 07. In addition, the rail solution removes 1,116 vehicles from Chittenden 
County's roads on a daily (weekday) basis, and 112 on a daily (weekend) in 2015. When 
annualized, the rail solution results in a removal of 302,000 vehicles from the road. The majority 
of traffic problems on the crossroads are located at their intersection to Route 7. The proposed project 
will shift traffic flow from Route 7, thereby lowering the volume in problem areas. This equalization of 
traffic flows, will result in a net positive effect on circulation. Therefore the project is not considered a 
significant impact on traffic. Station traffic is not anticipated to impact the adjacent roadway network 
at any of the station locations. In fact, the rail improvement solution should result in a net positive 
effect on circulation by taking cars off of Route 7. 

The express bus solution offers no relief to traffic congestion in the Corridor. In fact, the express 
bus will add to traffic in Chittenden County. In the year 2015, over 8,600 vehicles will be added 
to the highway on an annual basis. 

The enhanced bus solution offers minor relief to traffic congestion in the Corridor. In the year 
2015, the enhanced bus will remove approximately 20,000 vehicles from the road on an annual 
basis. 

The solution with the most impact on congestion reduction (other than the highway solution) is a 
combined rail and enhanced bus solution. Under this scenario both the passenger rail and 
enhanced bus solutions would be implemented in the Corridor. Analysis shows that there is 
sufficient demand and need in the Corridor for both services. The combined solution removes 
approximately 439,000 vehicles from the road in 2015 on an annual basis. A summary of the 
congestion improvement offered by the proposed solutions is presented in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 
C ongestlOn e Ie 0 ropose o utlOns, R r f fP d S 1 

Proposed Base p.m. p.m. Peak p.m. Peak Daily Auto AnnuaLAufo/ 
Solution Peak Auto Auto under Auto Difference Difference < •.•..... 

(vehicles) Proposed Difference 
Solution 

Rail Only 65,782 65,676 -106 -1,116 .. 301;766< 
Express Bus 65,782 65,785 +3 +32 Ij ~.(:':l> •••••.••.•••••. «. 
Enhanced Bus 65,782 65,775 -7 -74 i- )iO 

.•••• _ ••••..••.•••... Only I [_lIT 
Rail & 65,782 65,628 -154 -1,622 •• -43.8,.58 .• ~ I ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Enhanced Bus 
(Combined) .. 

The rail, enhanced bus and combined solutions offer the ability to better manage use of the limited 
capacity that will be available in the Corridor after the highway construction projects are 
complete. 

During construction of the Shelburne Road Project, a negative impact to Corridor congestion will 
occur. Highway users of Shelburne Road may experience 5 to 10 minute delays in their trip 
during the construction period. In addition, it is estimated that Shelburne Road users will be 
diverted to parallel routes during the construction phase. In the Environmental Assessment of the 
Shelburne Road Improvement Project, it was stated that the construction traffic mitigation plan 
would be improved by the presence of passenger rail in the Corridor. Of all of the proposed 
solutions, the passenger rail is the only one that will provide congestion-relief during construction 
since the express and enhanced buses will have to travel through the construction zone delays. 

In terms of meeting the need to improve circulation within town centers, all of the proposed 
solutions will meet this need. The highway solutions will add capacity to clogged town centers; 
the bus solutions will provide greater access to town centers by providing a mode choice other 
than the automobile; and the rail solution will remove through trips from the road thereby 
allowing more local trips to use available capacity. 

In terms of meeting this Corridor need, it is recommended that the proposed package of solutions 
include the highway solution and the combined rail & enhanced bus solution. The express bus and 
enhanced bus solutions cannot compare to the congestion mitigating potential of the highway, rail 
only, and combined solutions. 

Need: Reduce accident incidence 

Effectiveness of Solutions: The only solution which has a significant impact on the 
improvement of safety in the Corridor is the highway solution. The provision of needed capacity 
and the improvement of deficient infrastructure will contribute to the reduction in highway 

43 Values Given in Table are for all of Chittenden County, not just the Shelburne Road Corridor 
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accidents. According to the environmental assessment for the Shelburne Road Improvement 
Prqject, "The safety of motorists will be improved through upgraded facilities. Bicycle lanes and 
sidewalks will be added to vastly improve the safety of bicyclists and pedestrians". In addition, 
the environmental assessment states that "the inadequate site distance at the northern intersection 
with Webster Road will be corrected" and "the existing roadway deficiencies will be corrected". 

The other solutions (except for express bus) provide indirect impact on the improvement of safety 
since safety is tied to reduced highway congestion. 

Need: Improve options for public transportation 

Effectiveness of Solutions: The opportunity to provide for an alternative to the single occupant 
vehicle is an important transportation goal throughout the country and especially in the Burlington 
region and in the Shelburne Road Corridor. This Major Investment Study looks at three public 
transit solutions in addition to the project baseline and the highway investment solution. 

Two of the public transportation solutions involve the bus mode. The express bus solution 
creates the same level of public transportation services as the rail improvement solution, operating 
on the same schedule and frequency, but provides the service with a bus. The enhanced bus 
solution augments the existing CCT A South End Service. 

The rail improvement solution is unique in that it introduces a modal choice into the Corridor and 
the Burlington region which is not currently available, thereby creating new opportunities in 
public transportation. 

Creating the opportunity for public transportation is important, but what makes public transit 
service viable is the travel time savings transit offers over automobile use to potential patrons. 
Travel time for the solutions was developed based on information generated by the study's travel 
forecasting model. Travel time is comprised of access time (the time it takes a patron to gain 
access to the transit system), wait time (the time a patron must wait before boarding a transit 
vehicle) and in-vehicle time (the time a patron travels on the transit vehicle.) 

The current level of congestion on Route 7 and limited transportation choices have created 
unacceptable travel times is the Corridor. Automobile travel times to downtown Burlington from 
the Corridor locations are as follows: Town Center, Charlotte (28 minutes), Town Center, 
Shelburne (23 minutes) and Bartlett Bay Road, South Burlington (14 minutes.) The express bus 
origin to destination travel time ranges from 44.5 to 48.5 minutes. This includes in-vehicle time 
(25-27 minutes); bus access time (7 minutes); bus wait time (7.5 minutes) and destination access 
time (7 minutes.) The nature of the enhanced bus solution and the express bus does not allow 
them to tap into many of the benefits of an exclusive right-of-way transit solution, unlike the rail 
improvement solution. For this reason, the bus travel times are not nearly as competitive. To 
improve overall travel time for many Corridor travelers, the improvement solution for Shelburne 
Road should include the rail improvement solution which has an average origin to destination 
travel time of 21 minutes (including access and destination access time.) There is no real wait 
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time associated with the rail solution since it will operate on a fixed schedule and patrons tend to 
arrive at times close to the scheduled arrival. 

The greatest indicator of how well a possible solution actually improves the modal options of 
residents is estimated ridership for 2015. Solutions which do not significantly increase a mode's 
ridership, or overall public transportation ridership in the Corridor, do not meet the goal of 
improving public transportation options because few members of the population will consider the 
solution to be a travel option. 

Rail improvement is the most effective solution for improving options for public transportation in 
the Corridor. This solution had the most significant ridership, more than 281,730 annually, while 
the enhanced bus only has 69,006 and the express bus only 3,137 annual riders. Table 4.2 
presents the total ridership in vehicles or person trips across all modes for each solution (Table 
4.3.) In terms of total public transit ridership, the rail improvement solution also has the most 
significant impact, resulting in a total public transit ridership in Chittenden County of 1,661,851 
(Table 4.4.) 

An important indicator of the success of a public transportation system is the ridership it 
generates. The rail option delivers more than four times as many riders as the enhanced bus 
solution with 281,730 person-trips expected by 2015. Overall public transit ridership in 
Chittenden County would total 1,661,851 person-trips annually. This number is conservative, 
however, because it does not reflect 400,000 student and Medicaid riders and the additional trip 
generation possible through regional population growth and increased tourist activity. 

Table 4.2 
Ridership By Solution, 2015 

Scenario Person Trips 
Rail Improvement Solution 
Enhanced Bus Solution 
Express Bus Solution 

Scenario/Mode 
Base 
Rail Improvement Solution 
Enhanced Bus Solution 
Express Bus Solution 

Table 4.3 
Ridership by Mode, 2015 

Walk/Bike 
Auto (vehicles) (person trips) 

187,301,878 5,606,357 
187,000,063 5,586,426 
187,281,947 5,594,968 
187,310,420 5,577,884 
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Table 4.4 
Improvements in Total Ridership for Public Transportation 

Combined Bus & Rail 
Scenario/Mode (person trips) 
Base 1,398,941 
Rail Improvement Solution 1,661,851 
Enhanced Bus Solution 1,467,948 
Express Bus Solution 1,402,078 

Need: Maintain or improve the quality of life and economic vitality of the Corridor. 

Effectiveness of Solutions: Rail improvement solutions generally have many positive benefits in 
terms of quality of life. Often cited attributes under this broad category include the safety of rail 
service (especially when compared to automobile fatalities), stress-free travel, numerous 
amenities, reliability in all weather, opportunity to work or rest while traveling with minimal 
distractions and interruptions, convenient terminals in downtown centers, intermediate 
communities served, and the opportunity to control suburban sprawl. In addition, rail solutions 
tend to reduce traffic congestion and thereby improve the mobility of Corridor residents. 
Highway projects also provide improved quality of life to the community. The highway projects 
presented in this MIS will reduce highway congestion and improve recreational use of the 
LaPlatte River as well as provide safe areas for pedestrians and bicyclists. 

Additionally, rail solutions are often attributed with many economic benefits. These include the 
creation of direct jobs for construction and operation of the systems, indirect jobs that multiply 
through the economy as a result of the construction and operation, increase economic opportunity 
surrounding the station areas due to increase travel in the vicinity, and the potential for increased 
property values in the center city, and intermediate communities. In terms of increase property 
values, there has been a positive national experience in term of communities with rail stations. 
Towns with rail station have housing value premiums, in the range of 6% to 9 %. Of course, 
construction of highway projects also have many positive economic benefits in terms of job 
creation and access to business as well. 

For example, direct impacts form the capital investment in transportation (both highway and rail) 
construction projects has been estimated by the Commerce Department to be 13 full time 
equivalent jobs (FTE's) in the construction sector (on-site) for every $1 million invested in 
transportation infrastructure creates and another 13 FTE's for construction industry suppliers 
(off-site). For the rail improvement solution this would mean a total of over 200 direct jobs from 
construction. Ifmultiplier for the service sector is applied for the indirect jobs (1.41), another 284 
jobs can be assumed. 

Need: Make transportation system more friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists 

Effectiveness of Solutions: In terms of the highway solution, both the Shelburne Road 
Improvement Project and the Southern Connector provide for improved pedestrian and bicycle 
access and safety. Through the provision of sidewalks and bike lanes, the Corridor and the 
transportation system as a whole will become more friendly for pedestrians and bicyclists. 
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The rail solution and the express bus solution provide bicycle racks and sidewalks at the stations, 
thereby providing accessibility for those modes. The enhanced bus solution does not improve 
pedestrian or bicycle accessibility in the Corridor. 

The provision of pedestrian and bicycle accessibility is important for the rail solution since both of 
those modes will be used to access the stations. Table 4.6 summarizes access mode by station for 
the rail solution: 

Table 4.6 
al o u lon, ccess o e ,y a lOn R '1 SIt' A M d B St l' 

Station Walk Bus Auto (Park & 
Ride) 

Burlington 40% 50% 10% 
South Burlington 2% 14% 84% 
Shelburne 14% 6% 80% 
Charlotte 0% 0% 100% 

Need: Create viable passenger and freight opportunities for use of rail facilities 

Effectiveness of Solutions: The State of Vermont has as part of its transportation 
infrastructure, made investments in the rail right-of-way between Burlington and Charlotte. State 
ownership of this type of right-of-way is an important public asset. Currently, the State of 
Vermont is under utilizing a transportation asset which happens to lie in a congested Corridor. It 
is in the State's best interest to continue to maintain and upgrade the infrastructure which it 
currently holds. Investment in this Corridor allows the State to make a transportation investment 
and receive an additional benefit of improving the State's infrastructure for goods movement. 

The rail improvement solution uses this existing infrastructure and identifies what features would 
be necessary to operate in an economic, safe and reliable mixed use freight and passenger railway 
using this infrastructure. The resulting capital investments, although completely attributed to the 
public transportation solution, will result in many secondary benefits to the State in terms of 
freight investment. 

In addition to the secondary benefit to goods movement in the Corridor, investment in the 
passenger rail service is important to the future of many different types of rail services in the 
State. The Shelburne Road Rail Corridor could potentially be an important link in other future 
rail service investment that may be of State and National interest in the future, including intercity 
passenger rail services, and State wide rail tourism services. The preservation of the right-of-way 
at this time is important to any future needs for rail service in the Corridor. 

Need: Reduce truck usage of Route 7 

Effectiveness of Solutions: The rail solution is the only solution that addresses this Corridor 
need. ~y providing infrastructure improvements that preserve the rail rights-of-way, freight can 
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be moved more effectively by rail. Additional improvements are required in the Corridor, not 
presented in this MIS, to fully address the truck usage problems on Route 7. 

Need: Repair structural deficiencies of the Corridor's infrastructure 

Effectiveness of Solutions: Only the highway and rail solutions address this Corridor need. 
From a highway standpoint, the Shelburne Road Improvement Project will improve the structural 
deficiency of the LaPlatte River Bridge, will relieve sight distance problems on Shelburne Road 
and will improve the overall deficient cross-section of the highway between the LaPlatte River 
Bridge and Imperial Drive. 

The rail solution addresses the needs of the rail right-of-way. By relieving the eXlstmg 
deficiencies that result in slow orders on the rail right-of-way freight operations will be improved. 
In addition, bringing the right-of-way up to a sustainable Class 3 will reduce the yearly investment 
in maintenance. 

Need: Increase Travel Demand Management (TDM) and Transportation Systems Management 
(TSM) 

Effectiveness of Solutions: Travel demand management (TDM) refers to the management of 
demand through a variety of modes. Transportation systems management refers to maximizing 
the use of existing transportation facilities by improving their efficiency. 

In the Shelburne Road Corridor, the highway solution contributes to travel demand management 
but not to transportation systems management. Through the provision of bus turnouts, bicycle 
lanes and sidewalks the highway solution encourages the use of multiple modes to meet the 
transportation demand in the Corridor. In terms of transportation systems management, both the 
Shelburne Road Improvement Project and the Southern Connector are adding capacity to the 
Corridor, thereby not using existing infrastructure. 

The rail solution strongly supports the travel demand management need in the Corridor and only 
weakly supports transportation systems management. In terms of TDM, the rail solution provides 
an entirely new mode of transportation for the study area commuters. In terms of systems 
management, the rail solution maximizes the use of an existing right-of-way through the provision 
of passenger rail service on a previously freight-exclusive facility. However, some capacity 
enhancements are required to implement the rail solution. 

The express bus solution also supports travel demand management in the Corridor by providing 
essentially a new mode for Shelburne Road commuters. In terms of transportation systems 
management, the express bus will travel on existing infrastructure (Shelburne Road) but will 
require some capacity enhancements (purchase of buses, development of stations). 

The enhanced bus offers some travel demand management by providing more frequent bus 
service. The enhanced bus offers the best transportation systems management of all of the 
solutions since it essentially provides more service within the existing infrastructure framework. 
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The combined rail and enhanced bus solution provides the highest level of transportation systems 
management and when combined with the highway solution, provides a high level of travel 
demand management. 

Summary of Effectiveness of Solutions 

Table 4.7 summarizes the effectiveness of the proposed solutions in meeting the Corridor's needs 
and goals. 

Table 4.7 
Effi ectIveness 0 fP d S I . ropose o utlOns 

Needs & Goals Highway Rail Enhanced Bus Express Bus Shelburne Rd. 
hnprovement hnprovement hnprovement hnprovement Corridor-wide 

Solution Solution Solution Solution hnprovement 
Solution 

Relieve traffic Positive Positive Positive Negative Highway 
congestion; improve impact impact impact impact Rail 

circulation within town Enhanced Bus 
centers; access to/from 

businesses 
Reduce accident Positive No impact No impact No impact Highway 

incidence impact 
hnprove options for No impact Positive Positive Positive Rail 

public transportation impact impact impact Enhanced Bus 
Express Bus 

hnprove the quality of Positive Positive No impact No impact 
life & economic vitality impact impact 

Highway 
Rail 

of the Corridor 
Make transportation Positive Positive No Positive 

systems more friendly fo impact impact impact impact 
I pedestrians & bicYclists 

Highway 
Rail 

Express Bus 
Create viable passenger No impact Positive No impact No impact Rail 
& freight opportunities impact 
for use of rail facilities 
Reduce truck usage of No Positive No impact No impact Rail 

Route 7 impact impact 
Repair structural Positive Positive No impact No impact 

deficiencies of the impact impact 
Highway 

Rail 
Corridor's infrastructur 
Increase TDM & ISM Positive Positive Positive Positive Highway 

impact impact impact impact Rail 

I 
Enhanced Bus 
Express Bus 

In the Shelburne Road Corridor, a combination of the Highway Improvement Solution, the Rail 
Improvement Solution and the Enhanced Bus solution will have a positive affect on all Corridor 
needs and goals. 
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4.2 Environmental Impacts 

The Shelburne Road Corridor will benefit environmentally from a combination of modal solutions. 
The combined package of improvements to the highway, the rail infrastructure and the bus 
enhancements will result in some areas with no impact, some with positive impacts and some with 
negative environmental impacts. The Environmental Assessment for Us. Route 7, prepared by 
Erdman, Anthony and Associates, Inc, June 1994, documents the details of the environmental 
impacts for the highway improvement solution; while the Draft Environmental Assessment for the 
Shelburne Road Passenger Rail, prepared by Freese and Nichols, Inc., January 1995, documents 
the details of the rail improvement solution. Because the enhanced bus solution is essentially the 
extension of existing services, there will be no significant environmental impacts. 

Potential negative impacts have been identified for both the rail and highway solutions in terms of 
land acquisitions and displacements, noise, and temporary impacts during construction. The 
highway solution will displace seven buildings and the rail solution requires the acquisition of 
approximately two acres for stations. The additional traffic on both the highway and rail 
infrastructure creates the possibility for increased noise, although increased travel will create 
increased noise in even the baseline situation. The solution will have noise impacts due to horn 
blowing at grade crossings. Wherever possible these noise impacts will be mitigated. The 
temporary impacts stemming from construction include noise and dust for both highway and rail 
construction, and in the highway improvement solution, some congestion and community 
disruption. 

Additional potential negative impact of the highway solution have been identified in water quality, 
community disruption (during construction) and hazardous waste. Water quality impacts (surface 
hydrology, floodplains and wetland) have been identified and will be minimized and mitigated 
wherever possible. The hazardous waste issues are minor and not uncommon for this type and 
size of roadway and impacts will be mitigated. 

In the areas of traffic and parking and safety and security, the combined rail and highway options 
have some negative impacts and some positive impacts. The highway solution relieves delay 
times and driver frustration and the rail solution takes single occupant automobiles off of 
Shelburne Road; but on the negative side the highway solution does not decrease usage of 
Shelburne Road and does not decrease parking requirements, while the rail improvement solution 
slightly decreases parking requirements in downtown Burlington but increases parking needs in 
Corridor towns where stations are located. In term of safety and security, the combined solution 
provides for upgraded safety for vehicles, pedestrians and bicyclists on Shelburne Road. Safety 
provisions will be made wherever possible in the combined solution, both for the construction 
period and during operation. 

The combined rail, highway and enhanced bus solutions will have a net positive impact on air 
quality, energy requirements and potential for conservation, and secondary development. As 
previously discussed, public transportation in Chittenden County is increased by this package of 
solutions, creating air quality benefits and creating the potential for conservation of energy. This 
package of solutions could enhance secondary development in the Corridor by making it more 
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accessible to more people due to the provision of public transit, and by making Shelburne Road 
easier to travel due to the highway improvements. 

This package of solutions will have no overall impacts in the areas of land use and zoning, 
ecologically sensitive areas, historic properties and parklands, visual and aesthetic resources, and 
consistency with local plans. Table 4.8 presents areas where the package of solutions may have 
potential impact, either positive or negative. 

Impacts 

Acquisition & 
Displacements 
Air Quality 

Noise 
Water Quality 

Traffic & 
Parking 

Energy & 
Potential for 
Conservation 
Construction 

Community 
Disruption 
Safety & 
Security 
Hazardous 
Waste 

Secondary 
Development 

Table 4.8 
p .. oSltIve an dN egatlve E . I I nVlronmenta mpacts 0 fP ropose 

Highway Improvement Rail Improvement Solution 
Solution 

7 buildings displaced 2 acres to be acquired 
no displacement 

Inegative: increase in motor positive: decrease in motor 
tvehicles; vehicles 
positive: decrease in traffic positive: decrease in traffic 
~elay ~elays 
twill increase noise levels twill increase noise levels 
surface hydrology, surface hydrology, 
floodplains, wetlands: some fgroundwater, floodplains: no 
impact; will be minimized & impact 
mitigated where possible wetlands: awaiting comment 
delay times and driver decrease in traffic; 
frustration reduced; relative increase in amount 
no decrease on vehicle usage of parking 
no decrease in parking 
negative: does not improve positive: more energy 
he potential for energy ~fficient mode 

k;onservation 
twill cause congestion, noise ~ill cause noise & dust 
& dust 
some disruption during Ino impact 
construction 
~pgrade safety for vehicles, safety provisions will be 
pedestrian & bicycles !made 
small number of industrial no impact 
site & some documented 
gasoline spills 
improved access to potential for secondary 
businesses in some cases development around station 
~ill allow growth to continue area or on a regional 
in Corridor attractiveness basis 
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Enhanced Bus 
Improvement Solution 

no impact 

positive: decrease in 
plotor vehicles 
positive: decrease in 
raffic delays 

Ino net impact 
Ino impact 

decrease in traffic; 
no significant impact on 
parking 

positive: more energy 
efficient mode 

none 

Ino impact 

safety provisions will be 
!made 
no impact 

no impact 
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4.3 Financial Analysis 

Capital cost for the Rail Improvement Solution (7.5 million) will be funded through Federal 
ISTEA Appropriation and/or the State Capital Program FY95/96. The operating cost will be 
funded by 80% Federal CMAQ or FHWA funds ($796,000) and 20% State Matching Funds 
($199,000.) 

The capital cost for the highway improvement solution will be funded as shown in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9 
Highway Improvement Solution Capital Funding Requirements 

Federal State Local 
Southern Connector Construction $5,114,388 $161,507 $107,671 
Shelburne Road Reconstruction $25,232,423 $1,328,023 $0 
La Platte River Bridge Reconstruction $2,491,086 $131,110 $0 
Total $32,837,897 $1,620,640 $107,671 

4.4 Cost-Effectiveness 

Consistent with Federal Transit Administration's Major Investment Study requirements, a cost
effectiveness comparison of the solutions was calculated by the finding the total incremental cost 
per incremental transit passenger trip. An incremental transit passenger trip is the difference 
between the forecasts for the selected alternative and for the baseline condition. A solution's total 
cost is made up of its annual operating and maintenance costs and annualized capital costs. The 
capital costs for each solution are annualized over an estimated economic life of the capital 
components of each solution, such as rolling stock, and the discount rate for the cost of capital. 
Capital, operating and maintenance costs for the public transportation solutions were presented in 
Section 2.0 of this MIS. 

The shortcomings of this method of evaluation for a multi-modal Corridor solution are three-fold: 

(1) The actual annual cost of operating a highway is not capable of being attributed on a 
per user basis 

(2) The actual annual cost of operating a bus service, including its part of the cost for the 
roadway it utilizes, is not capable of being attributed to the solution 

(3) It is not possible to evaluate highway improvements on a "rider" basis as with transit 
solutions, due to the fact that the benefits that accrue because of the improvements are 
not to an increase highway "ridership" but are to an improvement in the Level of 
Service on the facility for existing users. 

In this MIS, the cost per new rider indices are found by solution and compared to the No-Build 
Alternative (Base Solution) and to the Transportation System Management Alternative (Enhanced 
Bus Solution) for the years 2005 and 2015 (Tables 4.10,4.11,4.12,4.13.) 
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Table 4.10 
Cost Effectiveness Indices By Solution Compared to the No-Build, 2005, Free Fare Scenario 

(total incremental cost per incremental passenger trip) 
Change in Change in Change in Incremental Incremental 

Total Capital Operating Annual Index (Total Index 
Costs Costs Ridership Cost Per (Operating 

(Annualized) (1995 $'s) (New New Rider) Cost Per 
(1995 $'s) Transit New Rider) 

Trips) 
Scenario/Mode (2005) 
Highway N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Rail Improvement Solution $837,000 $995,000 238,060 $7.70 $4.18 
Enhanced Bus Solution $58,800 $266,085 56,460 $5.75 $4.71 
Express Bus Solution $118,950 $505,069 9,410 $66.31 $53.67 

Table 4.11 
Cost Effectiveness Indices By Solution Compared to the TSM*, 2005, Free Fare Scenario 

(total incremental cost per incremental passenger trip) 
Change in Change in Change in Incremental Incremental 

Total Capital Operating Annual Index (Total Index 
Costs Costs Ridership Cost Per (Operating 

(Annualized) (1995 $'s) (New New Rider) Cost Per 
(1995 $'s) Transit New Rider) 

Trips) 
Scenario/Mode (2005) 
Highway N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Rail Improvement Solution $778,200 $728,915 181,601 $8.30 $4.01 
Enhanced Bus Solution * * * * * 
Express Bus Solution $60,150 $238,984 -47,050 ($6.36) ($5.08) 

* The TSM IS the Enhanced Bus Solutton 

Table 4.12 
Cost Effectiveness Indices By Solution Compared to the No-Build, 2015 , Free Fare Scenario 

(total incremental cost per incremental passenger trip) 
Change in Change in Change in Incremental Incremental 

Total Capital Operating Annual Index (Total Index 
Costs Costs Ridership Cost Per (Operating 

(Annualized) (1995 $'s) (New New Rider) Cost Per 
(1995 $'s) Transit New Rider) 

Trips) 
Scenario/Mode (2015) 
Highway N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Rail Improvement Solution $837,000 $995,000 262,910 $6.97 $3.78 
Enhanced Bus Solution $58,800 $266,085 69,006 $4.71 $3.86 
Express Bus Solution $118,950 $505,069 3,137 $198.94 $161.02 
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Table 4.13 
Cost Effectiveness Indices By Solution Compared to the TSM*, 2015, Free Fare Scenario 

(total incremental cost per incremental passenger trip) 
Change in Change in Change in Incremental Incremental 

Total Capital Operating Annual Index (Total Index 
Costs Costs Ridership Cost Per (Operating 

(Annualized) (1995 $'s) (New New Rider) Cost Per 
(1995 $'s) Transit New Rider) 

Trips) 
Scenario/Mode (2015) 
Highway N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Rail Improvement Solution $778,200 $728,915 193,904 $7.77 $3.76 
Enhanced Bus Solution * * * * * 
Express Bus Solution $60,150 $238,984 -65,869 ($4.54) ($3.63) 

* The TSM IS the Enhanced Bus Solution 

As the cost per rider analysis demonstrates, the enhanced bus solution achieves the lowest cost 
per rider, despite the fact that this solution does not attract as much ridership as the rail 
improvement solution (Table 4.5). The enhanced bus has low capital cost requirements and the 
marginal cost of enhancing existing bus service is also low. Although the rail improvement 
solution has a slightly higher cost per rider, it is more effective in both attracting ridership as a 
solution and in improving overall transit ridership in the County. Therefore, the optimal package 
of improvements for increasing options for public transportation would include both the enhanced 
bus solution and the rail improvement solution. 

While the public transportation options clearly have a cost per rider associated with their 
operation it is important to note that highway usage also has an associated cost. That costs 
includes maintenance of the highway and operations costs (i.e. traffic signals, lighting, etc.) For 
the individual user, the direct cost of automobile use (auto ownership, vehicle maintenance, gas, 
parking, insurance) is certainly higher than the maximum fare of $1.00 suggested for the transit 
solutions. These user costs have been estimate to average roughly $7,000 per year per car for 
cars driven about 20,000 miles per year by the American Automobile Association (AAA) or about 
$0.35 per mile.44 

4.5 Summary of the Shelburne Road Corridor-Wide Improvement Solution 

Overall, the combined package of solutions including the highway solution, the passenger rail 
solution and the enhanced bus solution will have a positive impact on the Shelburne Road 
Corridor and the communities surrounding it. Mobility and accessibility will be improved 
allowing the region to continue to grow and for the high level of quality of life to be maintained. 
The proposed solutions demonstrate that intermodalism is essential to future travel in the United 
State and in this Corridor, since individual modal solutions could not fulfill the needs and goals of 
the Shelburne Road Corridor. The combined package of solutions provides the Corridor's 
passengers with a high level of travel flexibility with a relatively low cost per rider for the transit 

44 Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Chittenden County. Vermont. 
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components. In all, the package has a net positive environmental and economic impact on the 
Corridor while providing needed transportation improvements. 

The next steps in this process include developing an implementation plan for this package of 
solutions. Several implementation options for the enhanced bus and passenger rail shuttle service 
are currently being looked at by CCT A's Service Planning Department. Refined strategies for 
implementing the total package of services should continue to be developed based on input from 
CCT A and rail service implementation planning. 
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